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Our business management system not only shows you
where your organization has been, it shows you where to go.
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( And, more importantly, where not to go.)
LAWSON INSIGHT " Business

Management System is a powerful tool that

takes the uncertainty out of strategic decision making.

By incorporating activity -based management capabilities into both the

financial and operational sides of your business, LAWSON INSIGHT can deliver

the comprehensive information needed to make smarter decisions. Inefficiencies are exposed.

Mistakes are prevented. And sound ideas are supported by hard data, allowing even large organizations

to respond quickly to the marketplace. Plus, our fully integrated financials, human resources, procurement and supply

chain process suites ensure that everyone in the organization stays on course. LAWSON INSIGHT. Because th.e future can't wail.
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24DEMYSTIFYINGCOMPUTERVIRUSES
BY KENNETH JARVIS, CMA
They have many names and come in many
forms, but computer viruses —like their
biological counterparts —can be deadly. To
defend against these cyperspace predators,
management accountants must understand
their mode of reproduction and attack.

32INTELLIGENTAGENTSGOTOWORK
FORMANAGEMENTACCOUNTANTS
BY WILLIAM M. BAKER, CMA, AND
PHILIP R. WITMER
Software programs that act like human
assistants are saving time and effort for
financial managers and officers by managing their schedules, answering their mail,
and teaching subordinates.

36MINDMAPPINGYOURWAY
0 TOTHERIGHTSOFTWARE
Robots, aka intelligentagents, are saving time and money. 32

ll6CUTANDDEALNEWSAVINGSWITH
PROCUREMENTCARDS

19 BY RANDALL D. GARRISON, CMA;

(over:fromprocurement
cardstointelligentagents,
newtechnologiesarecueing
costsoftraditionalsystems.
Seep.16.
CoverbyPeterCampbeland
BobGrant,NX

JAMES A. WEISEL, CPA; AND
ARTHUR J- HART
Thanks to their adoption of procurement
cards, a number of companies are able to
cut accounts payable costs. A case study
of an agricultural products distributor
illustrates how such a system works and
which companies, based on the volume of
transactions, could benefit from adopting
procurement cards.

BY D. RICHARD DANCE
A picture is worth more than 1,000 words,
especially where software selection is concerned. Mind maps, or diagrams that
match companies' needs with software and
vendors, can expedite your software selection process. Here are several examples.

47BACKOFFICESOLUTIONSFOR
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
BY HOLLY E. HENSON
A very competitive marketplace and the
availability of new technology have spurred
corporate accountants to demand real -time
access to financial performance numbers.
That's where a company like Microsoft
with its BackOffice family of server products is playing a valuable role in supplying
the means to achieve the reports corporate
executives require.
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You'll need flexibility to cross
that bridge to the 21st century.
There's a lot of talk about that bridge — and it works just fine as a metaphoric roadway
to the future. But those of us who deal with massive volumes of financial information
know that the real journey will take us far from the straight and narrow. • Technological
crossovers — paradigm shifts — always twist and turn the status quo. Interoffice becomes
international; there's no mother tongue or common currency; no time of day except
real time. • The evolving software industry holds your business in a state of suspension,
uncertain of when or where or whether the next paradigm shock will throw you off cours(
Unless you're very flexible, and well connected. • We are. From the beginning, Flexi finan
software was built on an open, object - oriented architecture, enabling you to swiftly adapt
to unforeseen changes. It's a strategy that's paved the way toward our total alignment
today with Microsoft's worldwide vision and technology. Microsoft will call the major
turns down the road — and we're ready to embrace them. • We're not talking here about
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metaphors, but real software components that interact, and adapt to new terrain. * Best
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51SAP:CONNECTINGTHEENTERPRISE
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES HART
Dr. Hasso Plattner, vice chairman of SAP,
one of the most successful software companies in the world, describes his company's experience in installing client/server
systems, including its latest, the R/3. He
also describes his vision for the future for
controllers, management accountants, and
financial managers.
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Following is the text ofthe tribute offered by President Clair M. Raubenstine
at the funeral ofClark H. Johnson last month.
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I am honored to pay a simple tribute to my friend and colleague, Clark Johnson. Clark was
the President -elect of the Institute of Management Accountants and was scheduled to succeed
me as National President on July 1st of this year, I have known Clark for over 25 of his 35year membership in the Institute of Management Accountants and as a client of my firm,
Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P. We first met at an IMA chapter management seminar when he
was a national director and I was a chapter officer. We served on many committees and, most
recently, on the Executive Committee and the Long Range Strategy Committee of the IMA.
He was one of the first to achieve the Certified Management Accountant designation and
chaired the Board of Regents who administer the certification program. Recently, he was a
tremendous force behind the development of the Certified in Financial Management designation because he recognized the changing role of management accountants and financial management from transaction- oriented historians to strategic members of management. Another
outstanding achievement was his role in developing the Standards of Ethical Conduct for
Management Accountants. Clark was extremely insightful during the recent strategic planning initiative undertaken last year by the IMA to position the organization and our members for adapting to the rapidly changing environment in which we live and work as we proceed into the 21st century,
Less than a year ago, on May 9,1 had the privilege of honoring Clark by presenting him
with the Financial Executive of the Year Award at a dinner attended by several hundred of
his friends and colleagues, many of whom are here today
As a client of Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P., he was always up front with my partners and our
staff, wanting to do what was right for Johnson & Johnson, their employees, customers, and
stockholders. He was highly respected professionally for his clear understanding of business
issues and had a unique ability to develop a practical solution When I think about the issues that he was so passionate about throughout the years, you
get a clear measure of the man. He was a champion for minority groups within the accounting and finance profession, trying throughout his life to make sure that they could achieve
their proper place. He was very concerned with women breaking the glass ceiling in the corporate world and did much to encourage women's leadership within the IMA. He understood
the need to work with students to ensure they are adequately prepared to become the future
leaders of our profession. He could always put issues in their proper perspective in his quiet
unassuming manner.
Clark was a true gentleman, He was always respectful of others' feelings and opinions. He
was a very generous individual who had a keen desire to give back to his profession and the
community.
It is with great regret that he will not be able to achieve one of his life's goals of becoming
President of the IRA, He was looking forward so very much to this distinction. Up to the end,
he maintained his desire and dream to be president which was one of the goals that sustained him through his illness. He laid the foundations for his tenure as president and had
hoped to achieve his dreams. The best testament to our friend is for us to continue on the
paths that he has helped us discover and to forge ahead with his memory in mind. Clark was
a great friend who will be missed tremendously. We are all grateful for his contribution to life
and especially to the IMA. His spirit of friendship, leadership, and dedication will shine as an
example for future generations to follow.
Our deepest sympathy and love are extended to Diane and his whole family. May they find
solace in the knowledge that he now rests in peace.

Hobert F. Randall
Kathy Williams
Michael Castelluccio
Lisa Nasuta
Patricia L. Keeley
Alice Schulman
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CLARK H. JOHNSON, CMA,
1935 -97
lark H. Johnson, CMA, chief financial officer of Johnson & Johnson
and president- elect, 1996 -97, of the
Institute of Management Accountants,
died on March 13 after a valiant fight
against cancer.
Clark's career was a Horatio Alger like story. Born in New Brunswick,
N.J., the third of five children, he
joined Johnson & Johnson right after
high school, fulfilling a childhood
dream to work for the company that
had his name, "Johnson." His first position was in the mailroom of the worldwide healthcare company.
Led by a strong desire to succeed, he
enrolled in Rutgers University's night
school, earning a degree in accounting
in 1961. He then went on to earn an
MBA degree, cum laude, from Fairleigh
Dickinson University in 1973.
Joining the accounting department
at J&J, he held a variety of accounting
positions with J&J subsidiaries before
being named assistant corporate controller in 1976. The following year he
was promoted to vice president and
general controller, a position he held
for 10 years. He was named chief
financial officer and elected to the J&J
Board of Directors in 1988.
Clark joined the Institute in 1959,
affiliating with the Raritan Valley
(N.JJ Chapter. His national service
began in 1969 when he was elected a
national director for a two -year term.
He was one of the first members to
earn the CMA designation which he
accomplished in 1974. He then went on
to serve on the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants' Board of
Regents from 1980 -86 and as chairman
of the ICMA Board, 1985 -86. During
1989 -92, he represented IMA as a
member of the Financial Accounting
Foundation, and served on the Foundation Oversight Committee and as
chairman of its finance committee. He
helped formulate IMNs Standards of

C

Ethical Conduct as a member of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Professional Ethics.
Since 1992 he has been a member of
the IMA Planning Committee and
Executive Committee.
Clark's contributions to the profession through not only his service with
IMA but also through his career at
J&J have been extensive and wide
ranging. In a communication to Johnson & Johnson employees, Ralph S.
Larsen, chairman and chief executive
officer, said "...Clark was the architect
of systems of finance and control that
have contributed in very profound
ways to the great success our organization has enjoyed over the past 10
years. His faith and fundamental commitment to Our Credo guided every
action throughout his career. Although

his manner was soft - spoken, he commanded the respect of everyone he
encountered because of his natural
instincts, his astute observations about
the business and his wise counsel. He
will be greatly missed, but he leaves a
strong legacy of professionalism and
personal integrity that will endure for
many years to come."
An editor and contributing author of
the book, Integrating Acquired Companies, Mr. Johnson authored articles and
chapters for professional journals and
books including the Accountants' Cost
Handbook.Clark Johnson was a member of the board of trustees of Fairleigh
Dickinson University and served on
the President's Council of Rutgers University and the Hampton University
Business School Advisory Committee.
In 1990, he received the Pinnacle
Award from Fairleigh Dickinson. He
was a member of the board of directors
of the Cerebral Palsy Association of
Middlesex County.
A man of true character, and humility, he never allowed his success in the
business world to alter his disposition.
He remained "Clark" to the many people whom he met during his lifetime.
He often spoke of his humble beginnings and how sometimes he would
have to pause and say to himself, "...Is
this really me and has all of this happened to me ?"
Clark is survived by his wife, Diane,
and two children at home, Lisa and
Adam, and three sons, Kevin, David,
and Todd.
President Clair Raubenstine, one of
the five who reflected on Clark's life at
the service of transition (see Perspectives for the text of his remarks), has
announced that a memorial fund —the
Clark H. Johnson, CMA, Scholarship
Fund —has been established by the
Institute in recognition of Clark's contributions to the accounting profession
and to the Institute. ■
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WHERES
' THEABC?
Timothy and David West ( "Applying
ABC to Healthcare,"MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®,February 1997) have done
an excellent job of showing how they
arrived at their costs and profitability
for hemodialysis (HD) and peritoneal
dialysis (PD). My eyebrows were
raised, however, by two different aspects of their article.
First, I seriously question the value
of comparing the costs and profitability
of these two treatment methods on a
per- treatment basis. Physicians decide
between HD and PD as a course of
treatment. That decision implies three
treatments per week for HD, seven for
PD; yet both are reimbursed at $389.10
per patient per week. Thus, a more appropriate choice of unit for comparing
the costs and profitability of the two
methods would be per patient per
week. The article's final estimate of
profitability was $1.23 per treatment
for HD and $10.06 per treatment for
PD. Converting these yields $3.69 profit per patient per week for HD or less
than 1% return on "sales." In contrast,
PD's profit becomes $70.42 per patient
per week or 18% on sales.
My second question is: Where's the
ABC? Prior to the invention of activity based costing, accountants were able to
trace certain costs directly to products
and to allocate indirect costs on the
basis of either estimated resource consumption or product volume. West and
West allocate rent and depreciation expense to HD and PD using square
footage to estimate the relative resources consumed. Calling rent and depreciation a "cost pool" and square
footage an "activity driver" doesn't
transform this classic allocation approach into ABC.
Similarly, tech salaries were clearly
misclassified by the organization as an
indirect expense, when they are in fact
direct to HD. Using the number of HD
8
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dialyzer treatments to allocate tech
salaries 100% to HD is the long way
around to the same answer traditional
cost accounting gets by setting up separate cost centers for the direct costs
associated with each treatment
method.
In fact, when we look at how the
eight "cost pools" discussed in the article were finally handled, three appear
to be misclassified direct costs (RNs,
LPNs, and tech salaries), two to be allocations based on estimated resource
consumption (facility costs and utilities), and three to be allocations based
on product volume (admin/support
staff, comm.systems/med. records, and
nursing admin/support staff). For the
record, all of these are traditional cost
accounting. None is ABC.
So what is ABC? In ABC, the allocation of indirect costs to products takes
place in two stages, instead of one
stage as in traditional cost accounting.
Cost pools are first allocated to activities, and then the costs associated with
activities are allocated to products.
Suppose, for example, the nurse managers divide their time between man-

Readers are encouraged to
comment on any accounting
or Institute topic even if it
does not appear in the
magazine. Letters cannot be
acknowledged individually.
Address letters to Editor,
Management Accounting, 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale,
NJ 07645.1760. E -mail:
mgmtacct @imanet.org

aging their staff, meeting with new patients, and meeting with physicians.
After having nurse managers keep a
diary for a month, let's say, we would
allocate their costs to these three activities. In the second stage allocation,
staff - management costs might be allocated to HD and PD based on the number of employees in each cost center,
new - patient - meeting costs based on
the number of new patients in each
treatment method, and physicianmeeting costs based on the number of
patients in each treatment method.
Why is this important? ABC was invented because the traditional method
of allocating based on relative volumes
often gave poor product cost information. Poor information led to poor management decisions with real financial
consequences. As a result, cost accounting lost credibility. ABC promised to
provide more meaningful product costs.
If the ABC label is to be routinely applied to a discredited traditional
method, then it will not be long before
ABC becomes discredited as well and
unjustly so. I would be curious if anyone else shares this concern.— Kennard
T. Wing, CMA, Kennard T. Wing Company,
Havertown, Pa.

INFORMATIONTIMELINESS

The Certificate of Merit - winning article by Robert N. West and Amy M. Snyder, "How to Set Up a Budgeting and
Planning System" (January 1997), is a
clear, practical description of budget
preparation and its interface with
strategic planning. Particular attention
is given to the challenges of introducing these formalized planning tools in
an organization.
There is, of course, not only the task
of budget preparation, but also that of
timely reporting of budget compared to
actual. Thus, the statement that "...portions of the accounting system still are
manual, and monthly closings can take
up to three weeks" (page 22) is a cause
for concern. Until such constraints to
information timeliness are satisfactorily addressed, the budget's utility to
management is severely limited. At the
very least, the monthly closings should
be dramatically reduced, and key information reported in real time should be
explored, while maintaining a concern
for cost - effectiveness of the information
system. — Milton F. UsM The University of
West Florida, Pensacola, Fla.
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plains the allowance of write -downs under the LCM and subnormal goods
methods is an inappropriate exception
from the realization principle and is essentially a one -way, mark -to- market
method that understates taxable
income.

Stephen Borlos, Editor

HEARINGSONDERIVATV
I ES

Clinton's tax reform proposals when
Rep. Bill Archer (R.- Tex.), chairman of
It is only a remote possibility, but
the House Ways & Means Committee,
Congress could decide to slip a little desaid he opposed the change to the forrivatives amendment into the Securieign- source rule, which currently is a
ties & Exchange appropriation for fiscal
big plus for U.S. exporters who have
1998. There are certainly segments of
foreign -based production facilities, parthe business community who would like
ticularly in high -tax foreign locales. DoCongress to force the SEC to make
mestic manufacturers who export are
some changes in the derivatives acdisadvantaged, though. The National
counting rule the Commission issued in
Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
January. Opponents of that rule spoke
wants the rule to stay just as it is. Kimup at a March 4 hearing in front of the
berly Pinter, director of corporate fiSenate securities subcommittee. Among
nance for the NAM, says NAM memthe leading critics of the rule has been
bers and staff have met with almost
the Treasury Management Association.
every Democratic and Republican memFrank Curran, TMA vice president,
ber of the Ways & Means Committee.
wants the SEC requirements for quanShe says there is no support on the
titative disclosures put off one year and
committee for the Clinton reform. "Even
only 100 large companies — instead of
the administration is not fighting hard
525—to be included in the first -phase
for it," she reports, referring to what apimplementation group. Curpears to be lukewarm support
ran says that Sen. Phil
from the Treasury DepartGramm (R.- Tex.), chairman of
ment. The lure of the Clinton
the subcommittee, and the
reform is that it would raise
other subcommittee members
$7.5 billion for the Treasury
at the hearing were "very
over five years, according to
sympatico with our message."
administration estimates. The
The purpose of the Gramm
Congressional Joint Tax Comhearings, according to an aide
mittee estimates the closed
"loophole" would bring in $8.3
to the senator, was to gauge
the level of opposition to the
Sen. Gr amm
billion. Of course, changes in
derivatives rule and to look at the
the foreign source rule would affect only
FASB exposure draft on derivatives acexporters. Altering the current "3 -year
counting, which isrnexpected to be issued
back, 15 -year forward" loss
this June. Bob Bu s, chief counsel in
carryback/carryforward rule would be a
the office of the chief accountant at the
kick in the balance sheet to all corporaSEC, notes that Commissioner Steven
tions. Clinton wants to change the rule
Wallman, who testified at the Gramm
to "1 -year back, 20 -years forward." Gerhearing, has spent a lot of time dealing
ry Padwe, vice president of tax for the
with criticism of the derivatives rule.
American Institute of CPAs, predicts
Burns notes that the rule was flexible
there will be heavy corporate firepowbut adds, "We've said all along that this
er— including the AICPA– arrayed
is an area that is evolving. We can't say
against that proposal. He thinks Repubour rule is the one and only answer."
licans will resist it. The AICPA also opposes the Clinton proposal to repeal the
lower of cost or market (LCM) inventory
accounting method. Padwe says this is
"ridiculous" given the fact that the LCM
method has been in the tax law since
Business groups won an important ally
about 1917 and has long been a fixture
in the fight against one of President
of GAAR The Treasury Department ex-
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PENSIONAUDITCHANGES
AWAITARRIVALOFNEW
LABORSECRETARY
An attempt to ban limited scope audits
for pension plans is bound to rear its
head in 1997, but not before a new Secretary of Labor is confirmed. President
Clinton has nominated Alexis Herman
to head the Labor Department. But Republicans in the Senate want to clear
up a number of questions about her conduct when she worked in the Clinton
White House before voting on Herman's
nomination. Once she, or someone else
is confirmed, Senate Democrats will
start pushing their S. 14, the Retirement Security Act, which contains the
pension auditing provisions. This is an
instance where the Democrats and Republicans, in the person of Sen. James
Jeffords (R. -Vt.), are on exactly the
same wavelength. Jeffords proposed a
pension reform bill in 1996 that did
away with limited scope audits, according to Steve Elkins, director of benefits
policy for the National Association of
Manufacturers. Jeffords is chairman of
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, so he holds significant sway on this issue. Elkins complains that Jeffords tried to push his
bill through late in 1996 without having
public hearings. "We think there ought
to be hearings first," he says, "And if
eliminating limited scope audits has a
modest price tag, and if it enhances the
integrity of pension plan finances, then
maybe we will support it." The AICPA
favors the provision, according to Brian
Cooney, the Institute's director of political and legislative affairs. S. 14 also
would require accountants auditing a
plan to report any evidence of plan irregularities to the plan's administrator.
Another provision lays out mandatory
accounting standards which must be
used in pension plan audits. ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.
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Your job is to make the numbers work for you - but
admit it, there are times when they turn on you!
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Marietta, Georgia 30069
www.LEX2000.com
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Fm wondering about the valueofthe certified management accountant (CMA) designation. I am a controller in the accounting department ofa large manufacturing firm and
find myself spending a lot more time with executives in strategic planning, marketing,
research and operations than 1 did when I started out in accounting 10 years ago. What
are your thoughts on the significance of a CMA designation?

Max Messmer, Editor

CMAcredentialyields
impressive dividends
The wide range of activities you handle
as a controller is indicative of how the
role of management accountant is
changing, which is making the CMA
credential more important than ever. If
you are to make the best possible
impact on your company, you should
work hard to keep up -to -date on new
developments, not only in accounting,
but in a wide range of business categories. Obtaining your credential is a
fine way to accomplish these objectives.
In the process, you will build a base of
expertise that benefits your entire
organization. Furthermore, the CMA
designation will enhance your career
prospects.
WbrV s needed for today and tomorrow. The need for both technical
accounting skills and broad -based business acumen is exceptionally important today. For example, as a controller
you may be responsible for coordinating the activities of your company's
outside accounting firm. Though you
personally might spend less time calculating financial figures than you did
earlier in your career, your ability to
understand new technologies and current financial trends will help you significantly. The continuing professional
education needed to maintain your
CMA designation is an excellent way
to study these topics.
Continuing education also can help
you capitalize on a series of changes
currently impacting the accounting
profession. As you have already discov12
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tial for management accountants and
financial managers with the CMA designation is $9,000 to $15,000 more
than those without any designation.
But as an accounting professional,
you need more than financial gain to
consider yourself successful. Flexing
your intellectual muscles by keeping
current on financial trends is equally
important. Therefore, it's vital to continue enhancing your knowledge of
accounting and broader business subjects. Putting yourself in situations
where you encounter other CMAs at
continuing education courses or professional associations is an excellent
strategy for expanding the breadth and
depth of your career.

Don't forgot the basics. In addition to
ered, management accountants today
are becoming more involved in planning, business expansion, operations,
marketing, personnel management,
and information technology. Classes
and seminars on these subjects are
excellent ways to study new ideas,
examine different approaches, and
exchange insights with your counterparts in other industries.
Credits for continuing education can
be accrued by taking courses, attending conferences and meetings, or participating in professional associations
devoted to all of these topics. You also
can earn credit by taking courses on
specific industries such as real estate,
entertainment, biotechnology, and
many others. And it's even possible to
pursue a course of study in the privacy
of your home with self -study lessons.
Of course, you also will want to
refresh your knowledge of all facets of
management accounting. The time you
devote to continued study will pay off
in your ability to provide incisive counsel and develop creative solutions to
both new and traditional challenges.
Now a CMAdesignation increases your
Yalu. The CMA credential demonstrates that you have a lifelong commitment to the accounting profession,
and, as such, is a form of "career insurance." The value of a CMA credential
also is reflected financially. Research
conducted by the Institute of Management Accountants of its members
found that the annual earnings poten-

going for your CMA designation, you
also can boost your career if you work
on brushing up on "soft" skills such as
writing and management techniques.
Writing, for example, is a basic tool in
the accounting profession, and whatever you can do to improve your ability to
use this tool will elevate your career
prospects. There are any number of different ways you can develop your ability to write more effectively including
how -to books and seminars.
Accountants who are promoted to
managerial positions find their role
goes beyond accumulating, recording,
and analyzing data. The manager's job
calls for a new set of skills such as hiring and getting the most from employees. Those skills do not always come
naturally, but, again, courses and seminars that focus on management techniques can provide guidance.
As your responsibilities as a controller increase, it's important that you
are exposed to new ideas even as you
continue to freshen up your accounting
and other core business skills.
Expanding your breadth of knowledge
by obtaining your CMA credential and
improving your soft skills might add
more hours to your lengthy work week,
but, in the end, be confident that it will
bring tremendous value to both your
company and to you. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO of Robert
Half International Inc., parent company of Robert
Half@ and Accountemps®. RHI is the world's
first and largest specialized staffing services firm,
placing accounting, finance and bookkeeping professionals on a full -time and temporary basis,
respectively. His most recent books are 50 Ways
to Get Hired (William Morrow) and Job Hunting
for Dummies91 (IDG Books).
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Besides the three conditions, a few
miscellaneous issues should be noted.
The simplified method became effective
for any distribution made after November 18, 1996, As a result, a distribution
made prior to November 19, 1996, may
not elect the simplified method but presumably can elect the safe - harbor
Anthony P. Curatola, Editor
method. The contract investment is not
decreased by a refund feature, if any.
Similarly, the $5,000 death benefit exclusion, which is repealed effectively
The Small Business Job Protection Act
ment is determined as the difference befor decedents dying after August 20,
of 1996 (Act'96) has been touted by
tween the annuity payment and the
1996, is no longer added to the contract
some as providing tax simplification, esexcluded amount.
investment.
pecially in the pension area. One such
The simplified method is not new. The
The exclusion amount remains consimplification is provided for distribuService had provided a safe - harbor exstant even if the annuity am ount
tions in the form of an annuity.
clusion method that used the annuishould increase (e.g., cost of living adIn general, Section 72 provides that
tant's age to determine the number of
justment) or decease (e.g., survivor anthe taxable portion of an annuity distripayment numbers [Notice 88- 118,1988nuity reduction). In the case where the
bution is included in gross income and
2 CB 450; see Table 1, col. 21.
participant dies without recovering the
taxed as ordinary income. For the annuIf we revisit Darcie's situation under
entire investment, a deduction is alitant (one who is qualified to receive an
the safe - harbor method, she would exlowed on the participant's last income
clude $185 per month ($31,500 / 170
annuity), who has no basis in the annutax return. In the case of a joint and
ity contract, there is no problem; the enmonths) for the first 170 months and $0
surviving annuity where the particitire distribution amount is includable
per mo nth thereafter. It is interesting to
pant dies without recovering the entire
annually in gross income.
note that the payment numbers as givinvestm ent, the surviving annuitant
Difficulty arises for the annuitant
en by the Service are more taxpayer
continues the exclusion until the entire
who has a basis in an annu ity contract.
friendly than the ones given in Act '96.
investment is recovered. Similarly, if
More specifically, the distribution
But the safe - harbor method runs out
the surviving annuitant dies before reamount must be allocated
covering the entire investTABLE 1
between the taxable and
ment, a deduction is alSimplified Method
Safe - Harbor Method
nontaxable portions. One
lowed on the last income
AGE Of PERSON
No, Monthly Payments
No. Monthly Payments
method for calculating the
tax return of that person.
55 and under
300
360
exclusion amount is the anThe unrecovered invest56 to 60
260
310
61 to 65
nuity table exclusion
240
260
ment is deducted as a
66 to 70
210
170
method. Under this method,
miscellaneous, itemized
71 and older
160
120
the expected return is
deduction on the final rebased on a variety of factors
turn. More im portant, the
Example: Darcie invests $31,500 in a single - premium annuity contract (SPAQ.
(age, contract type, refund
Beginning in January, Darcie (age 68) receives a distribution of $200 per month
deduction is not subject to
for life. Darcie would exclude $150 per month ($31,500 / 210 months) for the first
feature, sex of annuitant,
the 2% floor. [Sections
210 months and $0 per month thereafter. The same result would occur even if
and pre -July 1986 /post
72(b)(3)(A) and 67(b)(11)]
Darcie listed a beneficiary on the contract.
June 1986 investments). To
But if the person does not
say the least, the method is
itemize, be or she cannot
quite complicated and confusing.
sooner than the simplified method.
claim the unrecovered investment elseSection 1403 of Act '96 provides relief
Thus, the investm ent is returned under
where.
to this set of procedures with the simboth methods (but at a different rate).
Finally, if the exclusion amount explified method. The investment recovery
Three conditions must be satisfied to
ceeds the monthly payment, the taxable
amount (or excluded amount) is calcuelect the simplified method. First, the
portion is zero. The excess exclusion
lated as the contract investment divided
annuity payments depend upon the life
amount is not lost or forfeited; rather, it is
by the anticipated number of payments
of the distributee or the joint lives of
retained and used against future annuity
where the anticipated number of paythe distributee and beneficiary. Second,
income until the investment is totally rements is based on the person's age
the ann uity payments are made from
covered. In this situation, the exclusion
bracket (and not his or her life exan employee plan qualified under secperiod will exceed the number of paypectancy) at the start of the annuity.
tion 401(a), an employee annuity under
ments stated in the simplified method,
The age brackets and corresponding
section 403(a), or an annuity contract
and documentation is necessary. ■
number of payments as given in amendunder section 403(b). Third, the distribed section 72(d) are shown and illustratutee is less than age 75 when annuity
Anthony P. C urato la is the Jos ep h F. F ord
Pro fess or of Acc ounting at Drexel Univers ity.
ed in Table 1.
payments begin or, if the distributee is
The material for this artic le c ame fro m the MiOnce the excluded amount is deterage 75 or older, there are less than 5
cro Mas h C PE course `1996 -97 T ax Upd ate on
mined, the included portion of the payyears of guaranteed payments.
Retirement Inc o me" by Dr. C urato la.
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Introduci ng the 60 % savings bracket.

If you're sending a lot of tax documents, switch to Priority

delivery. FedEx charges extra for Saturday deliveries and

Mail' and start saving. Priority Mail two - pound, two -to-

UPS doesn't even offer two -day Saturday delivery. And

three -day packages are only $3. FedEx"' two-day service

they both charge extra for pickups.

is about $8 and UPS' about $7. With Priority Mail you

So? Saving money? Free pickups? Saturday deliveries

save over 60% versus FedEx and over 50% versus UPS"
And even during tax time there's n o e xtr a charge
for pickups or Saturday deliveries, when part of regular

at no extra charge?
What's Your Priority?
Call 1 -800- THE -LISPS.

$8

$7

$3

what's Your Priority?

N

PRIORITY
MAIL
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE ,

UPS 'Priority
Priority Mail: average delivery of 2 -3 days. Price comparisons based on Priority Mail up to 2 lbs. vs. 2 -lb. published rates for
Day Air* from $6.50 and FedEx 2Day"A from $7.60. Surcharge for Priority Mail on- demand pickup. 01997 U.S. Postal Service
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CutandDeal
NewSavingswith
BY RANDALL D. GARRISON, CM& JAMES A. WEISEL, CPA; AND ARTHUR ]. HART
rocurement cards are a new, cost effective method for making small
purchases for maintenance,
repairs, and operating supplies (MRO).
Also known as purchasing cards, they
are designed to save compan ies time
and give th em better contro l and
record keeping for small - dollar purchases. Numerous large U.S. and
multinatio nal compan ies h ave set up
purchasin g card p rograms and have
begun to realize significant savings.
The major issuers of purchasing
cards —Visa, MasterCard, and American Express— generally define small dollar purchases as those of $1,000 or
less per invoice. In a 1995 survey,
Gunn Partn ers fo und th at purchases
under $1,000 typically represen t more
than 70% of the transactions bu t less
than 5% of the purchase dollars. U.S.
compan ies spend an estimated $300
billion annually on low- dollar - volume
purchases, which represent 4511/&-65%
of all business orders but account
for only 20/&-3% of total purchasing
dollars.1
How have companies achieved success with such programs?

FOURSUCCESSSTORIES

processing by more than 85 %—from
$208 to $28.
At Pepsi Cola North Am erica, 250
accounts payable personnel were
responsib le for handling 1.5 million
invoices fo r 150,000 suppliers annually. PepsiCo determined that 35% of the
transactions accounted for only 5% of
the dollars. The hard - dollar cost of processing each invoice was estimated at
$8. After the national rollout of its
Visa p urchasing card, in the first quarter of 1994 PepsiCo estimated that the
average hard cost of processing an
invoice was reduced to $2.30, only $.65
of that for purchasing card transactions. By the end of 1994, m anagement
estim ated total savings of $70 -$75

More than
$1,000 per

milli on, a nd mo re tha n 90 % (2 34 of the
250) a c c ounts p a ya ble pos i tio ns we re
e l i mi na te d .

Land-0-Lakes, Inc., achieved reduced inventory levels and improved
cycle time after the implementation of
a purchasing card program. Additionally, Land -O -Lakes reduced the size of its
purchasing department by 30% —from
23 to 16.
Temple University's purchasing card
program was begun in 1991. At that
time, the estimated fully loaded cost of
processing orders was $150 per transaction. By 1994 the University had 320
cardholders who accounted for more
than $1.2 m illion in annual purchases.
The average dollar value per transac-

Less than

More than

Less than

invoice

$1,000 per
invoice

$1,000 per
invoice

$1,000 per
invoice

No

Maybe

No

..�

Maybe

Yes

No

No

Nlag6r

Yes

W

estingho use Electric imp lemented
a purchasing card program to cover
approximately 267,000 transactions
that accou nted for n early $1 b illion in
total value annually. The company
determined that 57% of the tran sactions were fo r less th an $500 and that
the average order was $174. With the
purchasing card program in place,
Westinghouse estimated a savings of
$180 per transaction in invoice processing, reducing the full cost of order
16
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A large agricultural products manufacturer /distributor uncovers
substantial savings by switching to purchasing cards.

ProcurementCards

After decentralization, Terra Industries' accounts payable system became inefficient until it adopted a procurement card program.

tion was $75. By using the purchasing
cards, the University avoided generating approximately 16,532 purchase
orders. The savings was nearly $2.5
million, more than double the cost of
the purchases themselves.
Clearly, many companies have realized significant savings from purchasing card programs. But a company
must determine whether purchasing
cards are right for its operations.

Table 1 provides a guide for making
this determination. Medium -sized
($10 million to $250 million in revenue) and large organizations (greater
than $250 million in revenue) that
have numerous small - dollar transactions stand to benefit the most from a
procurement card program. It is possible for small organizations (less than
$250 million in revenue) that have
numerous small - dollar transactions to

benefit from such a program as well,
although the savings realized probably will not be as great as those of
larger companies. The procurement
card program also may benefit medium -sized and large organizations that
have significant numbers of large -dollar transactions. For example, some
companies set up purchasing cards for
capital expenditure projects in the
$50,000 to $100,000 range.2
APRIL 1997
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host companies find an inverse relationship between the volume of transactions and the size of transactions.
The smaller the dollar amount, the
greater the number of transactions; the
larger the amount, the fewer the transactions. Typically, approximately 80%
of the volume of transactions represents only 20% of the dollar value of
purchasing transactions.
A great deal of effort is expended by
purchasing and clerical personnel
recording and paying bills that are
small - dollar amounts. One advantage
of using procurement cards for small-

Obtain approval
Identify supplier(s)
Maintain appropriate records

dollar transactions is the significant
reduction in clerical time for maintaining records. In addition to the
80/20 phenomenon, many of these
purchases are with seldom -used vendors. Figure 1 illustrates the typical
relationships. Fifty percent of small dollar transactions are likely to be
with once -a -year vendors. Thirty -five
percent of small- dollar transactions
will be associated with vendors used
no more than 12 times per year. Finally, only 15% of transactions are with
regularly used vendors. A great deal of
time is consumed setting up accounts
and establishing credit with seldom used vendors.
A second advantage of procurement

Gall supplier
Resolve any differences in specs or availability
Establish price and delivery
Place purchasing card order directly
Maintain appropriate records
Reconcile monthly cardholder's statement

Assign buyer

Administration of purchasing card program

Select supplier
Call supplier
Resolve any differences in specs or availability
Establish price and delivery
Establish business terms

One transaction
One
transaction
per month

fear

y

THEPRODUCTPAYMENT
PARADIGM

35°/

T
More than one transaction per month

cards is that they virtually eliminate
the need for these types of activities.
The availability of credit is established
at the point of purchase.
The company that uses a procurement card system for small- dollar
transactions has fewer invoices to
process and fewer checks to write.
Issuers of procurement cards are working to provide an automatic interface
with the ledger system. There also are
gains in the information from the purchasing card system. For example, one
report replaces separate transaction
and payment approvals. Reports are
generated electronically, enabling managers to gain immediate access to purchasing card activity. Transaction
information — including vendor, card
number, dollar amount, date, and merchant code —is available to management to help ensure adequate control
over card use.

Place order (P0.)

TRADITIONALYS.
PROCUREMENTCARD
ACCOUNTINGMODEL

Provide P.O. copy to supplier
Resolve invoice differences
Close order file when received

T able 2 illustrates the differences
Inspect for shipment damage
Generate receiving report
Deliver to requisitioner or using department

Inspect package only for shipment damage
Look for "MPC" on package
Deliver direct to named individual

Maintain appropriate files

Copy of receiving report

Approve one monthly invoice

Receive supplier invoices

Initiate check payment actions
Upload charges to general ledgers

Match order, receiving report, and invoice
Initiate check payment actions
Post charges to general ledgers

-
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between a typical accounting flow and
the flow with a purchasing card program. The table is broken down into
four areas: requisitioning, purchasing,
receiving, and accounting.
The table highlights two primary
areas where efficiency can be improved: purchasing and accounting. In
the purchasing card scenario the individual cardholder makes decisions
regarding suppliers, what quantities to
purchase, and terms and prices. The
electronic invoice received from the
card provider eliminates many of the

"Hand -off is key to success:"
The Norwest Purchasing Card helps your purchasing program hit its stride.
Our financial strength is the power behind the Norwest MasterCard`"' Purchasing Card, the one that
helps you track your purchasing efficiently and economically, Along with Smart Data for Windows, it
relays more useful reports, customized to fit your particular needs. And our Transition Advisory Group -your- personal "T.A.G.Team " -- will help you get your program up and running quickly and easily.
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For more details, call us at 1-800 -524 -8189. http: //www.norwest.com
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Places order and provides card number
Goods /Services delivered
Supplier
CompanyEmployee

E-mail sent to review t
satement

1

Transaction
data

2- 3-day
payment

V

month

Ci

i

One invoice per

Z

I Daily electronic transaction detail

,

OneEFTpayment permonth
General ledger

PROCUREMENTCARDSAT
TERRAINDUSTRIESINC.

T erra Industries Inc. is a large agricultural products manufacturer and
distributor with annual revenues of
$2.3 billion. Terra has almost 400 distribution locations, six manufacturing
plants, a network of more than 700
affiliated dealers, and approximately
4,000 employees. The company conducts business in Canada, Mexico, and
more than 40 states in the United
States.
During 1994, Terra began a decentralization program of the accounts
payable function that required individual retail, wholesale, and manufacturing locations to encode their own
invoices for payment at their respective sites. This decentralization allowed the distribution network to
make expenditures, approve payments,
and process the invoices with little
intervention from corporate headquarters, except for the disposition of the
20
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check itself. Several undesirable results followed.
After decentralization, the system
relied on personnel at the individual
sites, rather than dedicated corporate
accounts payable staff, to process
payable invoices in addition to their
other responsibilities. Training was
sporadic and lacked consistency because of the scattered locations. Two
weaknesses became apparent. The
number of daily checks issued doubled
from 800 to more than 2,000. Consolidation of payments to vendors was not
occurring because of the number of dif-

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified Financial Manager)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goats right in your own home!
lAmbers

accounting functions. Employees can
make purchases, when needed, without
the additional steps of establishing
credit accounts, obtaining approvals,
and arranging payment through
payable systems. (See Figure 2.)

Bank

CMA /CFM REVIEW
For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa. com
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ferent people entering information.
Some vendors were receiving payments
almost every day. The number of vendors ballooned to more than 90,000
within Terra's accounts payable system
as each of the retail locations began
establishing its own local vendor
accounts and payment addresses.
Careful analysis of the types of
invoices being paid proved to be the
key to designing a more efficient
method of settling payments with vendors. In 1995, Terra conducted this
analysis of accounts payable by stratifying transactions into dollars and
number of invoices paid within a range
of dollar values. The study indicated
that more than 71% of the invoices
being processed through accounts
payable were less than $1,000 each.
When all these transactions were
added together, they amounted to only
4% of total corporate spending. It was
evident that significant cost savings
could be achieved with a better method
of processing these small- dollar items.
The answer came in the form of a fairly new concept, the procurement card.
The decentralization of the accounts
payable function not only created the
need for this alternative payment
method, but it also broke down one of
the biggest obstacles to implementing

a procurement card system —it created
the cultural shift from the traditional
accounts payable model to the streamlined model of preauthorized cardholder. This cultural shift is significant
because with it there is a reliance on
the purchaser, the empowered employee, to make the purchase and settle
payment on the spot instead of having
to obtain approval from supervisors
and purchasing department personnel.
This approach provides two significant
efficiency improvements, First, purchasers have the ability to make maintenance, repair, and operating (MRO)
expenditures when needed. Second, the
unnecessary and cumbersome paper
trail is all but eliminated for these
transactions. External cost estimates
concluded that savings of approximately $4 per invoice could be realized,
based on time savings in the payable
functions, and that the annual savings
could be $500,000. If the savings related to decreased postage, check printing
costs, phone calls to vendors, and
research concerning payments were
included, the estimate would double to
more than $1 million annually.
Another area in which Terra has
shifted from manual processing to procurement cards is at its in -house travel
agency. The method of settling payments for employee flights previously
consisted of an antiquated corporate
account from which one billing was
generated. When this billing was
received at corporate, an accounts
payable employee was required to
manually analyze, code, and input the
information into the accounts payable
system. Now the employee pays with
his or her credit card, and a record is
generated automatically.

SELECTINGACARD

F or Terra, the new procurement card
program had to be flexible enough to
accommodate the geographic diversity
of locations yet be easy enough for
employees to understand and use. Two
factors were critical in selecting a supplier for the procurement card system:
the ability to provide an electronic
interface with Terra's general ledger
and vendor acceptance of credit cards.
Because of Terra's concentration of
operations in rural areas, vendor acceptance of the card payment system
was most important.

+ Patented Autobooking System
* Negotiation Assistance
+ Online Reporting
What percentage of your company's overhead expense is directed to travel? Surveys
indicate as much as one - third. Total Travel Management has developed the technology
to reduce and report these expenses. Our patented Autobooking System and online
reporting capabilities can offer you quick reservation access, while keeping you
informed of your travel expenditures. We believe in straight talk and innovative ideas.
When it comes to truly managing cost, Total Travel Management has the skill and
experience. As one of the leading travel management companies in the United States,
we invite you to contact Total Travel Management to see how we can effectively reduce
your present travel expenditures.

TOWTravd
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1441 E. Maple Road • Troy, Michigan 48083 • (810) 528.8000 • Toll Free: 1888) TTM-TTM4
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ra's particular needs, and the
resources to make things happen
quickly.
Today's Buyer
Tomorrow's Buyer
In the first eight months of
• Processing of paper vouchers
implementation, Terra has
0 Integration of electronic data
issued more than 1,500 cards
0 Centralized purchasing
• Employee empowerment
with spending amounting to
more than $2 million. Savings
• Recurring supplier research
• Preferred supplier yellow pages
for the program, based on
external estimates, amount to
• Bureaucracy slow to execute transactions
0 Flexibility and speed of engaging in transactions
more than $100,000 for the
25,000 transactions processed.
• Responsibility for control is position dominated • Task oriented with cross - functional team responsibility
_ Terra currently is 60% implemented in the distribution segment, and it plans to expand to
Major providers of procurement
MasterCard or Visa.
the manufacturing business segment.
cards include American Express,©
Terra began soliciting information
Savings realized in the manufacturing
MasterCard,© and Visa .@ MasterCard
from major banks that provide probusiness segment, which now uses the
and Visa were selected as the only
curement cards throughout the countraditional three- way -match accountpractical supp liers o f this payment
try. The company invited the banks to
ing controls, will be significantly highmechanism because of their widepresent proposals for their individual
er per transaction than the $4 per
spread acceptance within Terra's operprograms, which Terra then weighed
transaction savings realized by distribating areas. The self - contained Ameribased on the bank's willingness to
ution. At full rollout, Terra expects to
can Express system can provide more
adapt the program to Terra's specific
have issued almost 3,000 cards with an
transaction level detail, including accuneeds. The company was looking for
estimated annual volume of $20 milrate sales tax and 1099 repo rtin g in forestablished systems to minimize startlion and 200,000 transactions.
mation no t cu rren tly available within
up difficulties. Citibank provided the
As you can see, procurement cards
the MasterCardNisa processing sysbest combination of a well - established
offer an alternative that solves probtem, but it is not as widely accepted as
program, willingness to adapt to Terlems by simplifying the purchasing
process. As banking and business procedures become more electronic, the
number of reasons for switching to this
payment system probably will increase.
Pro-formas
(See
Table 3.) And with its head start,
For
Terra Inc. should remain ahead of the
Professionals"
curve. ■

Forecast The Future
For Your Company.

0

PFP isa flexiblefinancial forecasting model designed for
accounting professionals in companies and public practice:
• Full compliance with AICPA Guidelines for
Prospective Financial Statements (Projections
& Forecasts). Meets all SBA and bank loan
requirements.
• Automatic statement formatting for virtually
any company; automatic income tax (Federal,
state and local), interest, management bonus,
long term loans (unlimited number), and bank
credit line calculations; automatic print -out of
cash flow assumptions.

* Automatic ratio analysis, variance analysis
and break -even points. What -ifs in seconds.
• Up to 27 fully integrated financial
statements and schedules — one -year
monthly and unlimited multiple years
(monthly and annually).
• Date -ready for the year 2000.
• Automatic presentation - quality printing;
easy -to- follow documentation;
free support.

"Well- organized statements; powerful, flexible, easy to use."
— Accounting Technology
_,CQ 111co
rO ected
4' eS t a t u e
PFP Maxima
e' Pl a nc e She e ts is
t erhend

0
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pro •eC teC

Schedule
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II $199
Corporate Edition $399
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Call to order:

1(800)567-4500
Pendock Mallorn Ltd., 245 8th Ave., #340, NY10011
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Rand all D. G arris o n, CP A, CMA, is the manager o f financ ial p lanning and d is b urs ement
servic es fo r T erra Ind us tries Inc . in S io ux City,
Io wa. A national director o f the IMA, he is a
memb er o f the S io uxland C hap ter, thro ugh
which this article was sub mitted. He c an b e
reached at (712) 277 -5498.
Jam ea W eisel, DBA, CP A, is an ass is tant p ro fes sor of acco unting in the sc hoo l o f b us iness at
the Univers ity o f S o uth Dako ta, Vermillio n,
S. D. He teac hes managerial and co s t ac co unting
and is a memb er o f the S iouxland C hap ter o f
the IMA. He can b e reac hed at (605) 677 -6616.
Arthur J. Hart, C IS A, is an info rmatio n tec hno lo gy aud itor fo r T erra Indus tries Inc . in
Sioux City, Iowa. He c an b e reac hed at (712)
277 -7216.
'Emerson Brown and Jim Baumgartner, "Eli Lilly
Finds Accounts Payable Flying High with Plastic,"
Corporate Cashflow, November 1994, pp.28 -29.
ZThomas P. Fitch, "Companies Push Purchasing Cards
for Big- ticket Use," Corporate Cashfrow, March 1995,
pp. 13.16.

It's
what's
under
the
sheets
that
counts.
Simply put, with F9 you can create any financial report.
When you think of the perfect financial reporting
and analysis tool, what do you imagine? Do you see it
being flexible; providing graphs, fonts, color, and desk
top published quality; calculating percentages, variances
and ratios; and providing several other features you can't
think of now but you will be desperate for the day you
want them? That's what we imagined, and we realized
we were describing a spreadsheet: a spreadsheet with
hotlinks to your accounting system.
The result of that insight was F9.

F9 is a true WYSIWYG financial reporting
application that provides instant access to your general
ledger files.
You'll never type another GL figure into your
spreadsheet again!
Basic financial statements can grow quickly and
easily into a sophisticated executive information system.
Complex consolidations and production reporting are
easy. Even budget preparation is streamlined with
Budget Write Back.
F9 works with Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1 -2 -3 and

Quattro Pro for Windows andyour accounting system.

Call today to get the power of F9 under your sheetsl

800 -663 -8663 x 332
Phone 604-688-8271
Fax 604. 688.1286
WMailpgraQsyncx.com
Web www.rynCx.com
5ynex Systems Corp.
1188 West Georgia Street
Suite 800
Vancouver, BC
V6E 4A2
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Vipei, Terminator, Darth was Good Times. Good Times allegedly
t was my last semester of graduate
studies at the University of Central
the central processing unit with
Vader 4 —these viruses destroys
Florida. I received an assignment to
an nth - complexity infinite binary loop.
write a paper on any topic of interest
Many days after this circus, the Informaare all out there "in the tion Systems Department discovered it
relating to accounting. I mentioned to a
classmate next to me that I was considerwas just a hoax. At this point in my career
W/ ld, " ready to infect
ing computer viruses. She laughed, notI felt it was my responsibility to obtain a
ing that the computer experts in the
bit more information on viruses.
Information Systems Department protect
Many companies, whether they admit it
your computer system
us. I was not so sure! Perhaps users could
or not, experienced the same spectacle
if you are not
provide assistance because accounting
with Good Times. Why did this hoax fool
and information systems are inseparable
so many professionals? The reason for the
to the modern accountant.
success of this hoax is an inadequate
prepared.
The next day I walked into work at a
understanding of the components and
former employer and noticed a commocharacteristics of viruses. In today's aretion around the workstations. Our Information Systems
na, management accountants often are, and should be, playing
Department had received from an anonymous source a facan integral role in information systems. If someone had possimile regarding a ferocious computer virus "in the wild." The
sessed a basic understanding of computer viruses at the time
notice made it clear that it was imperative to inspect individof the incident mentioned above, we could have prevented
ual personal computers immediately. The name of the virus
needless concern and loss of productivity.
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- - -- --being the industry's
Accounting Software. And
most powerful, flexible, scalable, full- featured accounting application going, Acuity Financials is the only one
built solely with Microsoft's latest tools and technology.
Which means that no other package is so uniquely
qualified to take full advantage of the power offered by
Microsoft®SQL Server' and Windows NT®.
With Acuity Financials, you get a highly
polished, intuitive, user- friendly interface.
Built -in FRx® and Crystal Reports® software.
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Even a choice of preconfigured and
customizable financial reports.
As usual, we've included featui
and technologies far beyond what yf
expect. Like complete Internet and
Intranet readiness Full Year -2000
Compliance. All with the scalability you need for a
system that can grow with you.
Impressive, to be sure. But that's what you can
expect with State Of The Art's 15 -year heritage in
designing award - winning accounting software.
For more information on the best NT /SQL Server
accounting package, call us at 1- 888- 4ACUITY.
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You do not have to be a computer guru to understand computer viruses. My objective here is to provide an arsenal of
basic knowledge. The level of knowledge should be high
enough to understand the mechanics of viruses, identify
symptoms, and be familiar with preventative and detection
techniques.
Computer viruses, like their biological namesakes, infect
their host systems and often cause enormous damage. To
repair the havoc wreaked by a virus can involve enormous
expense. A virus's modus operandi is simple: The only requirement for a virus to meet is for the program to replicate without the user's permission. It does not have to wreak havoc on
your computer. Estimates conclude that only 5% of all known
viruses are malignant. So is it really necessary to rid yourself
of those benign viruses? The answer is, yes, because although
they do not damage your system, they waste existing
resources.
The risks and potential costs associated with computer
viruses are rising by the day. There are many reasons for this
unfortunate trend, including improved productivity tools,
degrees of knowledge, our reliance on computers, and lack of
controls. During the past few years, with refined communication channels, virus construction has become relatively easy.
At present, it is legal to sell newsletters and virus softwarewriting packages directly to consumers. In fact, an amateur
can surf the World Wide Web and retrieve wicked viruses (bottled) and virus development information for free.

"it is legal to sell virus software - writing
packages directly to consumers."
The number of viruses in existence is growing rapidly. The
actual number is unknown, but some experts say there are
around 500 to 9,000 known viruses. The number is dependent
on the individual you ask. The reason for the discrepancy in
the numbers is due to the criteria for evaluating new strains.
An excellent example to explain this difference is the Marijuana virus. When detected, it contained the word "legalise."
Most virus experts counted this as a new virus. Somewhere
down the road, the word changed to "legalize." Some experts
did not count this as a new form of virus — others did. Another
area of disagreement is the statistical rate of increase of new
viruses. The majority of experts conclude there are around 100
new strains per month.
How prevalent are viruses in the business environment? I
doubt anyone will ever know. The reason for this uncertainty
is twofold. First, many companies are not aware that they
even have a virus because the virus does nothing, or it has not
dropped any payload yet. Second, many companies that have
experienced a successful virus attack will not admit it,
Most virus authors want recognition. Their game is to make
their virus replicate, undetected, as many times as possible.
The composition of viruses has two to four major elements
that include replication, defensive strategy, trigger, and payload. To increase the survival rate "in the wild" (see "Virus Terminology"), the virus must attempt to reproduce without
attracting attention. Therefore, viruses that go undetected
and infect more systems have a tendency to replicate at a less
rapid rate. The second element of a virus is its defensive strategy. All virus programs make some type of change in the sys26
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tem. Some of the less advanced viruses will not incorporate
any protection techniques and are easier to identify. A third
element of many virus programs is the trigger. A trigger is just
an action executed on some event such as a set of commands
or time to replicate or drop a payload. For example, the
Michelangelo Virus was triggered on the famous artist's birthday. As I emphasized earlier, virus authors want their programs to survive and infect as many computers as possible.
Therefore, triggers do not occur often.
A payload is the last possible element and the most dangerous. A payload can be either benign or malignant. Payloads
can include little annoying, or more dramatic, messages such
as, "reformat the hard disk." It is important to recognize that
viruses may have one payload or a series of payloads. A virus
may drop many payloads (some small, others large), and it is
possible that you may have no knowledge of these events until
it is too late.

VIRUS TYPES

A

11 current viruses in existence live in some location. The
good news is we know the areas where they live and breed.
They are in the hard boot sector of a disk (hard drive, floppy,
CD), program files, or both. There are three major types of
viruses:
■ Boot sector virus,
■ Program (parasitic) virus, and
■ Multipartite virus, which is a hybrid of a boot sector and a
program file virus.
A boot sector virus modifies the boot sector or tables (file
allocation tables or partition tables) and is the most common
today. Every disk has a boot sector that controls how a computer operates when starting. A boot sector virus loads into
memory from the diskette upon starting and may infect other
applications, other disks, or just create poor performance. Generally, the infection begins when the computer is turned on
and there is a floppy diskette in your drive. Keep this pathology in mind when inserting your floppies into a disk drive.
The second category of viruses is program infectors. These
viruses live in program or object files that have extensions of
EXE, DRV, BIN, COM, OVL, SYS, and BAT. This type of virus
loads into memory when the system executes the file. Once in
memory, the virus can infect any and all programs subsequently executed. Then those files can infect other program
files, thus creating a multiplying effect.

VIRUS CHARACTERISTICS

To detect and sound appropriate alarms, you need to be
aware of the characteristics of these viruses. There have been
exciting changes in the virus environment and, simultaneously, additional risks to every organization exposed.
Ma cro and muitipiatfona viruses. When Microsoft introduced
Word for Windows 95, some packages contained a virus called
"Concept" or "Prank Macro." Imagine one of the world's leading software developers unleashing a virus in the wild. How
could this happen? Nonetheless, Microsoft does not say it is a
virus: It's just a "prank macro," and there is no reason for pan-
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What Is a Virus?
To develop a solid virus knowledge

to emphasize at this time that bugs

ever, there are many others, beyond

platform, you must become acquaint-

our scope (can be a virus).

ed with some general terminology.

cause more problems than viruses.
Furthermore, some viruses even

Please do not underestimate the val-

have bugs.

Data tile: Pure data files, which can-

the users permission. Please note

not execute and perform any func-

that some viruses do nothing other
than replicate.

ue of terminology because not only

sounds like. Procedures that a virus
or a Trojan Horse performs without

will it help mold your awareness of

Bulletin board system (BBS): A

tion. Examples are files with exten-

viruses, but also assist in determining

BBS allows dialing into a system and

sions of TXT, ASC, or RTF (Pure

what is not a virus.

Payload: A payload is exactly what it

transferring files. Usually, a BBS has

data files cannot contain viruses,

Trigger. An event that initiates a

specific areas of interest.

yet),

Trojan Horse or virus to perform its

tem without proper security checks.

Checksum: A value assigned to a

In the wild: Existing in the public

limited to, a specific time or a set of

The designer intentionally creates

file often called a signature or finger-

environment -not contained. Viruses

commands. Once triggered, the

this doorway to allow special access

print. This value Is a result of apply-

(not a virus).

ing an algorithm to each byte of code

in this atmosphere are able to replicate, destroy. and perform any other

load will drop or the virus will replicate.

Back door, A pant of entry to a sys-

pay-

objective. An event can be, but not

(not a virus).
Boot sector: The first sector of a

computer procedures without the
direction of the user.

Trojan Horse: Unexpected set of

Ottlect fife, This type of file is a hybrid

instructions secretly placed in programs. Usually, a Trojan Horse is

boolable partition of a disk. This par-

Droppers: A program that is not a

tition contains system files used to

virus, nor infected with a virus. It Is

operate the computer (not a virus,

an unaffected host, because it cannot

of the executable and data file.

malicious. Often there is a miscon-

but can contain a virus).

replicate itself. However, upon execu-

These types of files commonly have

ception between a Trojan Horse and

tion, a virus will install into memory or

extensions of DOT (templates), DLL

a vlrus. It is important to Identify and

Bug: A bug is a defect in the pro-

a file.

(dynamic linked libraries), or DRV

appreciate the difference. If a Trojan

causes the program to perform unin-

Executable file; A file using exten-

(software and hardware drivers).
(Object files mi Contain a virus.)

a virus. On the other hand, a virus is

tentional procedures, It is important

sions like COM, BAT, or EXE. How -

Horse cannot replicate, then it is not
a Trojan Horse.

always

gram source code (not a virus). It

ic. Is it a virus or not? It is a virus because it replicates without the user's permission.
Visual Basic, a programming language used with Microsoft
products, is a great productivity tool, but it unintentionally
threatens every user. When a Microsoft product is opened, it
automatically can execute commands that enhance the user's
interface and productivity. Writing viruses with Visual Basic
is revolutionary because it breaks virus rules. What rules?
First rule, viruses cannot replicate with data files. If you view
files on a continuum, the two extremes are system files and
data files. In the past, there were not a great deal of files fitting in the middle. Rapid advancement using object oriented
technology creates hybrid (object) files to increase productivity. In essence, a file can have data and executable code associated with it. Microsoft Word warehouses macros (Visual Basic)
in templates because a *.DOC file cannot contain them. This
template is an object file; it is not a program file or data file.
Perhaps you were one of the "lucky" ones exposed to this virus.
You may be asking, "If *.DOC cannot contain viruses, why did
I see it in my data file ?" The answer is that these viruses will
infect your templates ( *.DOT) and rename them with a *.DOC
extension. A computer environment is similar to real life —
things are not always as they appear.
The second rule violated is being able to replicate over different types of platforms (platform includes hardware and
operating system software). The advanced features in
Microsoft products that improve productivity allow these
types of viruses to infect different types of operating software
systems. Microsoft Word provides a version of its product for
the Apple Macintosh as well as IBM clones. Files generated
from these types of products can be read, executed, and infect28
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ed by different platforms. Another example of multiplatform
(hardware and software) virus transmission that has not
occurred yet, but probably will soon, is from Internet software
such as Java (which is very similar to C ++ programming language). Java downloads programs (commonly referred to as
applets) to your computer to perform dazzling effects on your
monitor. Product management addressed this problem and
placed some preventative security features in the product.
However, significant risk still exists. Virus authors like a challenge! A virus replicating through this medium will receive an
enormous amount of public attention.
Stealth viruses.As the name implies, viruses having this characteristic can hide. A virus with Stealth attributes can be a
boot sector or a program file form. The majority of known
Stealths are of the boot sector type because this type is much
easier to camouflage. But do not let anyone mislead you! All
viruses have to change something and w i l l provide clues that
can lead to detection. Stealth viruses attempt to cover their
trails via two advanced techniques. The first technique is to
redirect disk reads to other locations. Because disks contain
boot sectors where viruses can live, it is an obvious location
where virus scanners need to scan. Another technique that
Stealths use is making a change in boot tables. The virus
alters the disk directory data located in boot tables. It can
change file sizes to escape detection.
Polymorphic viruses. These viruses change their characteristics (signatures) during their replication process. The virus is
perpetually mutating, so you are looking for many viruses, not
just one. Virus authors prefer them because the virus makes
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many copies o f itself. Essentially, th ey are playing a numbers
game. The more copies of the virus in the wild, the less chance
a virus scanner is going to detect all of them. These viruses are
the m o st difficult o f an tiviru s so ftware packages to detect.
Viruses have signatures commonly referred to as code segments. These viruses generally use encrypting techniques that
employ complex algorithm s so th eir sign atures continuously
change. Many antivirus so ftware packages in corporate scanners that look for known signatures. You can now see the problem with th is detection tech n iq ue wh en lo okin g for viruses
with polymorphic characteristics.

Cam,Man�St� � upl� �OMIS�� � '
Viruses

Programs begin to take longer to load.
The size of programs or objects changed.
Unusual text or objects appear on
the screen.
Screen distortion.
Rvailable dish space decreases without
explanation.
Excessivelq active disk drive.
CHHOSH commands return incorrect
values.
Files appear or disappear.
Names of files change.
Clicking noise coming from the Hegboard.
Hard drive inaccessible.
Memory resident viruses. This characteristic is the most common among viruses. When viruses load into memory via a host
application , they remain in memory u n til th e co m p uter is
turned off. This stage of existence allows easy replication into
boot sectors or applications subsequently launched.
Nonmemory resident viruses. These viru ses can in fect your
system only when the host application is running. Upon closing the host application, you also close down the virus. Therefore, when op enin g applicatio ns after closing a h ost application, you are not in any danger of infecting the system at that
time in regard to that specific virus.
Companion viruses. To understand this characteristic, you
must have a b asic un d erstand ing o f the seq uential order of
how system files work. When launching an executable file, you
manually eith er issu e comm and s or have you r in terface execute them for you. Most application files have an extension of
*,EXE. When invoking those commands, you or the computer
enter the nam e o f the applicatio n with out the ex ten sio n. The
computer executes other sy stem files with t h e sam e nam e
before executing the *.EXE application file. A companion virus
30
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creates a name that matches the *.EXE file nam e but with a
different extension (e.g., *.COM). The *.EXE still executes;
however, the *.COM (infected file) launches first and infects
the system. Most antivirus software packages can identify this
characteristic.
Technology will expand these characteristics described
above, so it is important to keep up to date on their activities.
Virus authors are terrorists and often do not care whom they
attack; however, sometimes they do have targets. As one of my
professors used to say, "This is serious, folks!"

H W VIRUSES SPREAD

T here are two ways for a virus to spread: booting from an
infected diskette (usually a floppy) and executing an infected
program (or object file). There is a vast amount of false information about viruses. If you perceive viruses to be mysterious,
unknowable phenomena and receive false inform ation, you
may communicate that information to colleagues in an
attempt to inform them of potential risks. This process is similar to a virus because this false information will spread, contaminate minds, and blur the decision - making process. Keep
in m ind that viruses are experiencing rapid developments.
Today a concept may be a myth, but tomorrow it may be real.

C IT MDN VIRUS MYTHS
ou are safe from viruses when purchasing software from a
reputable dealer. No, you are not, but the risk of infection
diminishes significantly. Some retailers practice rewrapping
software returned from customers. When retailers receive
returned software, they rewrap it and place it back on the
shelf as new software. If a customer purchased software,
installed it on an infected system, and returned it to the store,
the probability of infected diskettes is high. Those infected
diskettes are now on the shelf for resale. In another retail software sales risk, criminals will create counterfeit copies of software and sell them to retailers who have no knowledge of their
creation. There is a high- incident rate of viruses among such
counterfeit software copies.
Viruses spread by bulletin board systems (BBS). It is true that
bulletin board systems can spread viruses, but it is not the
whole truth. A standard procedure for system operators is to
monitor their systems for viruses. The BBS often is a money
maker for them, and they want to protect its integrity. If customers receive viruses from their system, they will lose business. Another misconception about BBSs is that a system cannot receive a boot sector virus because of the lack of diskettes.
This is not true. A "dropper" program, discussed earlier, can
contain a boot sector virus. Further, people fail to account for
the multipartite virus that is a combination of a boot sector
and program file virus. A final suggestion: If you retrieve a
program or object file from a BBS, wait until files have been
on the BBS for a reasonable amount of time before downloading so that you can benefit from the experience of others.
Viruses hide in data files. If the data file is pure, this statement is not true. You cannot execute data in a data file. The
Good Times virus hoax mentioned earlier allegedly lived in a
pure data file.

You can preventvirus Infection by write - protecting your files.
There are two issues to address. Which method of write -protecting is in use? Access rights or attribute commands? Access
rights generally are for networks and are essential for an
effective virus prevention strategy. These rights generally (but
see "back doors" in the "What Is a Virus ?" sidebar) prevent
users or viruses from writing to the network server. However,
if you choose to use attribute commands, you may be wasting
time and perhaps creating a false sense of security. Virus
authors are smart and aware of the false information out
there, so they exploit it. Viruses may have instructions to turn
off the read -only attribute command.
Kids yourCOMMAND.COMfile to fool viruses. This myth started some time ago in the earlier years of virus writing. There
was one virus that infected only the COMMAND.COM file.
This file loads each time you boot your computer, so people
came up with a bright idea and renamed or hid this file to prevent infection. Unfortunately, this measure did work for this
specific virus, but not for the other thousands.
Checking file sizes or time and date stamps are effective procedures in detecting viruses. Although some viruses do change
these file attributes, new and improved viruses are aware of
these detection procedures and avoid changing these file
attributes. They are more likely to employ other methods of
infections that include stealth techniques.
The most serious threat to your system is a virus. No, it is not.
Having a soda or cup of coffee next to the computer is more of
a threat than viruses.
My backup is worthless if it contains a virus. It is true that
backups may contain the virus but are not necessarily worthless. If a virus destroys data on the system, you can apply special procedures to restore data. For instance, if you know the
name of the virus, have your antivirus software scan backups
and eradicate it if possible. You also could restore the pure
data files because you know they cannot contain viruses —yet.
My antivirus software will protect me.Depending on the quality of your software package, it will reduce exposure, but nothing is 100% guaranteed. Virus authors generally are aware of
the detection techniques the antivirus software employs and
will use this information in their camouflaging methods.

PROTECTION FIND DETECTION

A

lthough not absolute, the most effective method for protection is multiple lines of defense. At a minimum they should
include rules, education, and tools. Preventing viruses could
involve a comprehensive policy and procedure manual that
outlines rules to follow. One common rule is to have no unauthorized software on the system. A few other usual policies
and procedures include scanning all diskettes for viruses
(including new software), backups, and prohibiting the use of
pirated software.
If a virus is successful in infecting the system, there are
ways to detect it. (See "Common Symptoms of Viruses.") Detection techniques primarily involve user observation and
antivirus software. Educating users serves two purposes.

First, it creates an awareness level that is conducive to protecting computer systems. This awareness will prevent or
reduce risky activities due to ignorance. Second, user observations serve as an excellent line of defense. People can observe,
use judgment, and apply heuristics.
Your antivirus software should consist of three components.
First, it must have the ability to monitor the computer's activities. This involves heuristic methods that analyze the behavior associated with virus patterns. Second, it must have scanner capabilities to search for sequences of bytes that may
indicate the presence of a virus. The last component is integri-
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ty checkers. This is the most difficult part for antivirus software companies to develop because of the stealth and polymorphic characteristics of some viruses. As you recall, all
viruses must change some item. Because some viruses spread
fast, upon detecting a virus the management accountant
needs to execute the established plan of action immediately.
The threat of viruses is real, costly, and more common than
people believe. As a management accountant, you have a
responsibility to maintain an appropriate level of professional
competence by ongoing development of your knowledge and
skills. The computer is one of the accountant's top tools available, so become familiar with viruses, and share this knowledge with others to protect your tools and data. Remember:
You do not have to be an expert; a little basic knowledge can
go a long way. Technology continues to advance rapidly right
along with virus knowledge. Today's best lines of defenses
against this enemy are education, antivirus software, and
adherence to sound policies and procedures. ■
Kenneth Jarvis, CPA, CMA, CIA, is an application developer at Arthur
Andersen Technology Solutions in Sarasota, Fla. He is a member of the
Tampa Area Chapter, through which this article was submitted. It is easiest to contact him by e-mail: kenneth.g,jarvis@arthurandersen.com.
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P r ogr ams

that

respond like human
assistants are
sorting information,
managing schedules,

and even teaching.
There are a number of types of intelligent agents that benefit management
accountants. The most widely publicized of these agents manage e-mail.
Table 1 itemizes some of the learning
tasks performed by an e-mail intelligent agent.

BY WILLIAMM. BAKER, CMA, AND PHILIP R. WITMER
he mean s by wh ich man agement
accoun tants fulfill their resp onsibilities have ch anged in recent
decades. For example, the preparation
of various schedules by hand on
accountant's paper is a distant m emory
now that electronic spreadsheets can
be accessed on laptop computers. Perhaps the next stage of th e revo lution
will involve intelligent agents. These
programs have been aroun d for a long
time in compu ter science research, and
they recen tly have begun to change the
way management accountan ts work.
Intelligen t agen ts are software programs th at can beco me th e man age32
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men t acco untant's personal assistants.
In telligent agents play an active role
in managin g tim e. They can help sift
throu gh veritable mountains of data,
thereby p roviding access to otherwise
inaccessible information. And, most
remarkably, intelligent agents are
able to "learn" the characteristics of
their u sers. They learn in a variety of
ways:
1. They can be told what to do.
2. They can learn from example.
3. They can im itate the user (or other
users).
4. They can interact with other agents.

THENATUREOF
INTELLIGENTAGENTS
ntelligent agents are com puter programs that become personal agents.
When a m anagement accountant uses
one, the computer program will begin
to act the way the m anagem ent
accountant acts. There are numerous
software programs —many of them
available commercially —that accomplish this imitative process. For management accountants, the most useful
of these can be classified as:

'

1.
2.
3.
4.

Workstation managem ent agents.
Task coordinator agents.
Teacher and peer agents.
Information overload agents.
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i I roughout your organization and
empowering the individual worker is a
critical key for succeeding in business today.
NEC integrates computers and telephones to
deliver this powerful formula. Through our FUSION
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your business to adapt to changing markets —and to.,gii. e
profitable business opportunities.
FUSI ON enWau ery the infranrtivn worker with hrnkthrea
productivity. In fact, the FUSION Integrated Environm ent delivers
multiple media technology and software application solutions
across the organization. Enabling individuals, departments and
-

strategic work groups to increase revenue, slash costs,
enhance delivery and improve service. Voice, data, text,

video and imaging— multiple media for multiple results.
Break through to the FUSION Integrated Environment.
To find out more about the FUSION Integrated Communications
Strategy, contact your local NEC dealer, call us at 1-800 -TEAM -NEC
or visit our website at: http : //www.nee.com
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Examples of software products in
each of these categories are listed in
Table 2.
Workstation management intelligent
agents. The simplest intelligent agents
perform various desktop management
functions. They check for and inform
the user about e-mail messages each
time the user logs on to the workstation. More sophisticated agents can
examine incoming e-mail content and
tell the user that an important message is waiting or begin to write replies
for some (or all) messages. Over time,
the intelligent agent can become quite
efficient at accomplishing these tasks.
The program learns these skills in one
of the four ways mentioned earlier:
1. The user tells the agent which kind
of messages are important.
2. The agent program watches the way
that the user responds to messages.
3. The agent learns what time of
day the user likes to respond to
messages.
4. The agent interacts with other local
area network (LAN) user agents to
determine which messages are
important.
Not surprisingly, these tasks are performed differently by different users.
Some want to respond right away;
some want to respond at the end of the
day. Some write brief messages; some
use long declarative sentences with
carefully chosen words. The wonderful
thing about intelligent agents is that
they emulate a particular user —they
are indeed cooperative personal agents.
The agents are not limited to e-mail
tasks. Calendar Apprentice (CAP) and
similar agents assist the user in managing schedules. The software knows
when the user can or cannot attend
meetings; it even learns when the user
does or does not like to attend meetings. Further, it learns to adjust scheduling based on who is attending. For
example, if the user's immediate superior will be in attendance, CAP will
adjust meeting times to meet the superior's preferences. CAP learns necessary elements for accomplishing these
tasks every day. At night, CAP updates
files and expectations so that it can
present schedules to the user the next
day. Many agents of this type also can
learn what type of en tertainment the
34
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TABLE1
E-MAIL INTELLIGENT AGENTS CAN...
ToldW� W!�toDo
User tells the agent that certain messages are
important.
User tells the agent to refrain from reporting messages
for a specified period of time.

Notices that the user prefers to address certain routine

messages at the end of the day.
Notices that the user sends a message to the CEO
each Monday moming and prompts the user to do
so.
Assists new users in e-mailfunctions by mimicking the
approaches of other users.
Restructures certain elements of messages (such as
salutations) in the way that the user typically sends
messages.
Interacts with the user's scheduling agent and sends
an acknowledgment for anupcoming meeting.
Interacts with an information overload agent and
obtains a document that is referenced in the user's
e -mail.

user prefers. They then research what
is available, and can reserve seats for
the user. As with work tasks, the user
can tell the agent what to do in these
instances, or the agent can learn by
watching the user.

Task coordinator intelligent agents.
Intelligent agents also can serve as
coordinators for tasks that may seem
disorganized or too complex for the
user. Agents can coordinate multimedia
presentations. They can employ logistical models such as Management
Resource Planning (MRP 11) in combination with the management styles
learn ed from the user. One area where
accoun tants might benefit most is in
the closing process. After the intelligent agent program has seen a closing
process, it can learn all the steps
involved and coordinate future closings. It can continue to learn and
anticipate bottlenecks and delays due
to ch angin g reporting requirem ents.
Changes in preliminary task and
reporting deadlines can be m ade based
on experience with various plants and
subsidiaries. While the cumbersome
closing process still will exist, it will be
made easier by a com puter program
that acts as a coordinator.
Man agement accountants are
responsible for more than completing
the closing process. As they escape the
traditional accounting roles, they find
themselves as members of project
teams. Such teams consist of members

from many areas including marketing,
accounting, production, information
systems, and managem ent. Intelligent
agents can coordinate team mem bers'
schedules and activities, and, more
important, they can coordinate the
members' individual abilities, communicating individual strengths to the
group. In short, intelligent agents can
provide a dynamic inventory of the
traits of the group members. These
agents can recognize interrelationships
and can inform managers about which
team members will function best
together.
Teacher and peer intelligent agents.
Once an intelligent agent learns to
coordinate complex tasks, it can teach
the management accountant about his
or her own managem ent style and
work habits. Further, agents can teach
management accountants how to cope
with the management styles and work
habits of others. Indeed, teaching may
be the most useful function of intelligent agents.
Consider Elyse Daniels, a newly
hired m anagem ent accountant at a
manufacturing plant. She wants to
understand the manufacturing
processes, policies, and procedures in
the plant. An intelligent agent is preprogrammed with these elem ents and
then begins to quiz her about her
knowledge of the company. The agent
might ask how a particular part is
assembled or how m any products need
this particular part. The agent might
ask about overtime policies or workmen's compensation procedures. As
Elyse responds, the agent learns what
she already knows, and it also
becomes sensitive to the verbal expression and learning style patterns she
exhibits. When she responds incorrectly, the agent provides the answer.
Elyse begins to learn, and the agent
begins to understand Elyse. This testing process continues until Elyse
believes she understands her new
company. The agent will recognize that
there may be som e areas where
Elyse's understanding is still weak.
The agent will monitor her actions and
decisions to be sure that such weaknesses do not lead to poor decisions.
For example, if Elyse forgets that
plant employees dislike written m emorandums, the agent m ay suggest that
she talk to the employees face to face.

All through the learning process, the
agent not only provides correct
answers but provides them in a way
that Elyse will understand. As time
goes by, Elyse will be able to suggest
ways to improve manufacturing, cost
accounting reports, or internal control
measures. The intelligent agent can
help her determine the feasibility of
such improvements in terms of personnel, technical resources, or sheer cost benefit analysis. The agent will evolve
from teacher, to guidance counselor, to
peer.
Information overload intelligent
agents. As the role of management
accountants has expanded, the amount
of information facing them has broadened significantly. Intelligent agents
can be quite helpful here, but they are
not designed to answer questions such
as "What is taxable income ?" or "What
is the proper accounting treatment for
this pension plan?" There are expert
systems that address these needs.
Intelligent agents are personal agents
that handle a broader range of problems and address questions that could
not possibly have been anticipated
when the software was programmed.
One source of potential information
overload is the Internet. An intelligent
agent can serve as the user's agent on
the Internet. For example, the agent
can monitor the hundreds of Internet
newsgroups in search of anything that
the management accountant might
find useful. The agent can do this best
after examining the way the management accountant and others surf the
Internet. It is important that the agent
be able to observe the behavior of others because no one person can understand all types of relevant information.
No one management accountant can
possibly understand where all useful
information on the Internet might be
found.
The user must provide a sense of
direction for the intelligent agent to
detect important information on the
Internet. He or she should define what
knowledge is necessary. The intelligent
agent then can decide how and when
to find the information. The agent also
must decide if the request for the
information is ethical and safe. Then
the agent must decide what the
accountant really needs from the
Internet. The agent invariably will

TABLE 2
Maxima:ane-mail management system.
Calendar Apprentice (CAP).- a calendar and schedule
manager.
Ring: a music selecting agent.
Nighton the Town: anentertainment - oriented agent
(still under construction) that menages travel services and restaurant and hotel reservations.
OpenSesame;an agent that recognizes and then
duplicates the actions the user takes when the computer is started.

Geographic Decision System (GDS ).a geography
system that coordinates groups, dialogue, presentations, and information systems.
Oracle in Motion:enables the creation of database
applications an personal computers at remote
locations.

i;

COACH(CognfliveAdaptive Computer Help):an IBM
product that teaches LISP, an artificial intelligence
programming language.

L

Electronic Workforce teaches human resource
management.
SmarrOne.provides training tailored to individuals
(developed by AT &T and GK Intelligent Systems, Inc.).
Ad'News: watches for competitors' new products.
ShADegrwatches for significant announcements
by competitors.
NewT.tillers relevant news articles from network
newsgroups.
InternetSoAlbotsearch and retrieve agent for the
Internet, in place at the University of Washington.
Data Detective agent capable of retrieving documents in multiple formats.
AgentWorks implemented for Sallie Mae, can manage remote systems from central location and can
oversee management tasks.
AppleSearch:allows users to locate documents
without complicated query languages.

have to ask questions to clarify what
types of information are needed, but it
must find a balance between trying to
find information on its own and pestering the accountant with more questions. Most important, the agent must
ask enough questions to satisfy itself
that the request for information is not
ambiguous.
This kind of software is available
now. AppleSearch (and the similar
IBM - compatible product, Data Detective) can link servers together or
retrieve information from servers on
networks as small as office LANs or as
large as the Internet. Such software
learns the patterns in document storage and thus can locate information
very quickly.
Using systems such as Ad *News and
StrADegy, manufacturers can keep
tabs on competitors. These systems
learn to note any actions which competitors might take —such as media
activities, brand development, promo-

tional and marketing strategies, or
patent registrations —and they report
them to the management accountant
almost instantaneously. Intelligent
agents have a great capacity for mining data to find information that could
help the management accountant.

ANTHROPOMORPHISM
ntelligent agents can seem almost
human. Attributing human characteristics to what is actually a series of
coded computer instructions is a kind
of anthropomorphism. Marketing
strategies often include attempts to
anthropomorphize intelligent agents.
When personal computers were
introduced, many were put off by the
mechanical codes of the DOS and
UNIX -style interfaces. As the interface
has become the more comfortable and
familiar desktop, an ironic reversal has
occurred. The more human the
response and the more lifelike the synthesized machine voice has become, the
greater has been the paranoia of the
user. A measure of the discomfort can
be seen in those using personal agents.
Some users worry that the agent is
only there to collect information (work
habits, responses) about them for management. The simple fact is that computers can do only as they are told,
and intelligent agents have been
designed to be personal assistants,
not spies.

VALUABLEPARTNERS
ersonal computers revolutionized
accounting in the 1980s. There were
skeptics then who saw PCs as a passing fad. The introduction of networks
and products such as Lotus Notes produced another set of skeptics who have
since seen the huge productivity benefits provided by these innovations.
Intelligent agents promise similar
gains. They can manage our day,
search for and organize information,
teach us, and be professional assistants that monitor and help make
decisions. ■
William M. Baker, CMA, Ph.D., is an associate professor of accounting at Appalachian
State University in Boone, N.C. He is a member
of the Catawba Valley Chapter, through which
this article was submitted. He can be reached
at (704) 262 -6200.
Philip R. Witmer, CPA, Ph.D., is an assiatant
professor of accounting at Appalachian State
University in Boone, N.C. He can be reached at
(704) 262 -6232.
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some
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needs to
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10 price levels of accounting software. Let's
apply this mind map to your company (see table).
Based upon your budget for software only
(excluding hardware, implementation, training,
maintenance, and the like) you should concentrate your software search on your target level
plus two levels below it (bargain buys) and one
level above it (what else more money can buy).
Therefore, after determining that your target level is 6, for example, the range for your software
search will be levels 4 through 7.
APRIL 1997
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Here are

hat do "10 Price Levels of Accounting
Software," "Me Six Categories of Report
Writers," and "The Four Flavors of OLAP"
have in common? They are mind maps, diagrams
that provide a comprehensive view of the whole
of a subject along with the differentiation of each
part. Are they useful? You bet. Mind maps give
you a framework on which you can hang your
knowledge of software in an orderly manner. Why
does my company need them? Because our business is to match companies' needs to more than
4,000 software products and 1,000 implementation vendors. Why do you —controllers, management accountants, and financial managers —need
them? To gain a better understanding of how different software would support the business
processes in your company. When you are shopping for software, you can bog down in all the glitz
and show of vendors' products as well as the tons
of press comments if you don't have an organized
picture or strategy in mind. You may recognize
certain vendors' names, but you may not know
how to determine which ones would meet your
needs. Let's look at some mind maps so you can
see what I mean and view some examples to help
you in your search.

<

_mO

>

BY D. RICHARD DANCE, CPA

Mind maps of some accounting software. Throw
out some common household names for accounting software such as Quick Books, SAP, Lawson,
Systems Union, Great Plains, and Business
Works. To see where they fit, look at the map on
p. 38. When a company comes to us and says that
its top three accounting software finalists are
SAP, Systems Union, and Business Works, we
respond with, "How can that be ?" They are not in
the same price range or even close to the same
level. (We love to help companies discover that
sometimes bargain -buy software really can have
the features they need but do not usually vary
among that many levels.) In this case, a big
advantage of mind mapping is that it gives you
the ability to think comparatively on the fly and
ask intelligent questions that help you (a) point
out a mistake or (b) enlarge your understanding
of the software products by correcting a misperception on your part.
When we match the names on the second chart
against the price levels in the first chart, we see
that we should concentrate our search on Great

K
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Plains, Systems Union, or a similar bandwidth.
For example, MAS 90, Solomon, Macola, and Navision would also be on at least levels five and six.

10 SAP
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Lawson
Lawson
Systems Union
Great Plains Dynamics

Business Works
Quick Books

An approach to reporting tools. Let's try another
mind map, an approach to reporting tools. A
reporting tool is a software program that can come
with the accounting package or come from an
external third party that has been set up to work
with your database. It is used to build reports that
don't come with the system. After companies put
forth time and effort to enter data into their
accounting system, they would like to extract the
data as useful information in a particular format
of their choice. A typical problem exists as to
whether you should buy a reporting tool for the
end user, which is simplified but limited, or to buy
a reporting tool for the programmers, which is
flexible yet complex. This mind map tries to lay
out a standard approach that you can modify
according to your needs and level of users.

Casual
User

Standard
User

Power
User

HRIS

MIS

Standard Reports
Spreadsheet
Interfaces
Query Tools
Third -Party
End-User
Report Writers
High -Level
Report Writers
SDR
Database Tools
Database Design

Here are some definitions of users you can
match to the chart to see where people fall in your
company.
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Casual User: Uses standard reports and spreadsheets and starts getting into Query tools.
Standard User: Uses the above, plus starts into
third -party end -user report writers.
Power User. Fully uses all the above, plus third party report writers, and gets exposed to the
abilities of high -level report writers, but not to
the extent that data can be manipulated or
reports can be written.
HRIS: Uses the standard reports, spreadsheets,
Query, third -party report writers, and some
high -level report writers. Gets exposed to what
SQR can do, but not to the extent that data can
be manipulated.
MIS. Uses all reporting tools. The dotted line of
demarcation that separates MIS from other
users is the point at which data are being
manipulated vs. being formatted for a report.
One of the big problems with business software
is how to get the information out of the system at
the level the user needs. There are so many report
writer combinations available for general purpose software today that sometimes you need to
define exactly what tools you will use for each
purpose.
The reporting tools chart suggests a report
strategy that a company could employ to utilize
the various report writers effectively. If each
employee determined where he or she fit on the
user scale, then he or she could know what training to seek to go to a higher level.
A comparison of EIS /DSS and the four flavors of
OLAP.Now let's try a comparison of EIS, DSS, and
OLAP analytical solutions. These analytical solutions are used to slice and dice information far
beyond what a general ledger is supposed to do.
Originally programmers wrote Executive Information Systems (EIS) for company executives,
but they never could pin down exactly what each
executive wanted as standard reports because the
reports were always changing. Then they came up
with On -Line Analytical Processors (OLAP)
because executives wanted to look at real -time
information on the fly as needs dictated. The crux
of the matter seems to be whether a multidimensional cube is more appropriate for slicing and
dicing than a relational database is. Also, running
a question (query) into your main transaction
database can slow things down for other users.
The variations after that were determined by how
executives wanted to interact with their transaction- oriented database.
This chart helps explain what type of analysis
application would be best for you and where all
of them fit on top of transaction general ledger
(GL) engines and report writers. If you like to tap
right into your transactional engine, then you
would like ROLAP (Relational On -Line Analytical Processors) or DOLAP (Database On -Line

Another year, another 3000 people
trained in activity -based costing.
1

Wonder how many were
your competitors?

t
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Brief- Dependent
upon IS. Little
flexibility.

Users: Senior
Management

Brief.- Evolved from
artificial intelligence.
Use statistics and
math to build problemsolving models.

Brief., Four OLAP types:
1. MOD -Regular multidimensional database
2. ROLAP - Relational with
no intermediate server
3. Query Tools - Multidimensional front -end analysis
4. DOLAP- OLAP within the
database

Users: Business
Analysts

Users: End users of all types
including senior management

�.

The Peoplo5oft NR implementation vendor Map.

Report Writers
To extract transactional -type data into reports

To produce a general ledger -type trial balance
Analytical Pro cessors). If y ou like to adjust the
data before you forecast the future, then you
would like MDD (Multidimensional Database). If
you want y our informatio n on the front end, try
Query tools.
Let's put some common names into the mix and
see where they fall. For MDD, use Arbor Essbase.
For ROLAP, use Information Advantage. For
Query , you could use Brio Technology. And for
DOLAP, Oracle an d Info rmation Advantage are
possibilities there. But what you see is our basic
map. An en tire article cou ld be written on this
subject.
For m ore information on this area, call Database Decisions, a d ivision of Hewitt Associates
LLC, which has created a mind map called Above-

Other
Comp anies
ornpanies
with a Different
Focus
A
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r Ch

Practice
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r

Consulting
West Coast
Presence

i•
The dotted lines mean the extended choice of all possibilities that are likely if the targeted first- or second choice implementation vendors don't respond appropriately or have availability This is very useful If another vendor came onthe scene, thenyoucould place it on the map where appropriate and understand its fit
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ware. Aboveware is a progressive extension to
Database Decisions' Client /Server Infrastructure
Road Map. Jeffrey B. Tash, president of Decision
Drivers, describes the Client/Server Road Map
series as "a collection of infographic wall posters
that visually explain and help simplify the overwhelming complexity associated with client/server com puting. The Road Maps provide a fram ework for describing the many different categories
of client/server software products. These m aps
help prevent application developers from making
erroneous product comparisons between apples
and oranges." Aboveware can be ordered by calling 1- 800 - 381 -7515. It is an excellent example of
how to take bits and pieces of knowledge and fit
them together into a whole.

Earlier this year we mapped out the 47 major vendors that provide PeopleSoft Human Resource
implementation services. The purpose of this map
was to lay out a framework by which a client of
ours on the West Coast could view the available
vendors and see which ones were in its target zone.
Names have been removed, and only title categories remain because mind maps work for certain
client needs only. They aren't generic. And that's
an important point to remember: Mind maps usually are specific to a certain project. For any other
project or client, they usually need review and
modification. They do, however, provide a great
starting point from which you can work, even if
they have been drawn for someone else.
This m ap is shown from the viewpoint of our
client to which we were trying to match size and
concentration on the West Coast. The dotted lines
encompass the extended choice of all possibilities
that are likely if the targeted first- or second -choice
implementation vendors don't respond appropriately or don't have the proper availability.
This type of mind map is very useful. If another vendor cam e on the scene, you could place it
on the m ap where appropriate and understand
its fit.
Project management software map. Recently Jeff
Thompson, one of our vice presidents, used a
three - dimensional map to help another client. It
is necessary to caution you at this point that
many of the m aps in this article are client -specific, not general- purpose maps. They were
designed for a specific client and its unique needs.
They might not be valid for someone else with different requirem ents.
The three - dim ensional aspects we were diagramming were price, technology, and functionality. The way to read the map is as follows:
■ The higher up the box is on the map, the higher the price of the software.
■ The further to the right a box is on the map,

as you'll get under Windows, with its

strong multiple company and currency support
putting it ahead of the field."

PC Magazine June, 1996

"One of the top ten suppliers of

CLIENT /SERVER BUSINESS SOFTWARE in the world"
WINNER GOLD AWARD, Best Business Application, Computing Award for Excellence
Beating R/3 client/server from SAP
X/Open Software Industry Awards 1996

Systems
Union

Inter natio nal Ac c ounting and Busine ss Softwar e suppo r ting
UNIX, NT, SQL Server and Oracle
Year 2000 Compliant By Design
1 -500- 542 -5420
httpJ /www.syste msunion.c om
Circe No. 5

SunSystems

the more fun ctionality it has (that was important to th is specific client).
■ The further forward the box is, the better technology choice for wh at this specific client
required.
For the client we were helping, the top finalists
became the three boxes marked with an asterisk.
These three gave them a good blend of technology, functionality, and price to investigate for their
particular u se.
Usually it takes a long time to convey in words
what we see. And the same words can have different meanings for the sender and receiver of the
wo rd s. With a min d map , th at learning passes
mo re qu ickly b etween us an d our clients and
beco mes easier for them to grasp and agreeldisagree with.
Lease asset tracking software for lessees. Let's
look at another kind of mind map. Recently I was
reviewing a research letter to one of our clients
regard ing lease asset trackin g for lessees. There
is q uite a b it o f so ftware available for lessors,
bu t nex t to no ne fo r lessees. In trying to show
what we had discovered, a simple outline would
have served o ur p u rp ose, b u t an outline makes
all su b p o in ts eq u al. A d iag ram ca n sho w the
proximity of each solution to the target, so it can
co m mu n icate o th er ideas sim ultaneously. Our
"Lease Asset Trackin g Software for Lessees"
min d map is sim ilar to the o ne we presented to
ou r clien t. We u sed a sp ace orbit m etaphor to

SBT
Executive

show which solutions were closer to target.
Circle No. 1 is closest to the target, but not on
target because there are too few installations for
this client's risk level. Circle No. 2 is the next best
available option. It is the fixed asset modules of
some potential accounting software. Circle No. 3
is stand -alone packages. Circle No. 4 represents
customized solutions. Circle No. 5, which is lessor,
not lessee, software, is so far away from the target that it's like Pluto, a cold and unrealistic possibility for a visit.
The proximity of the bubbles to the target then
indicates the relative match to the client's
requirements. Again, this is another way to
graphically "map" your options.

The Gartner Group's quadrants. A mind map that
may be fam iliar to m any of you is the Gartner
Group's quadrants. The axes indicate the relative
position of each company. The positions may
change over time. Some companies move forward
into the coveted upper right quadrant, an d others slide backwards.
So a m ind m ap is like a b a la n ce s he e t . I t
shows the relative position of parties at a point
in tim e. It is unlike an incom e statement, which
shows items over a period of time. A mind m ap
can show m ovem en t or m om entum , w hich is
what the next exam ple is about.

Implementation vendor momentum. We also get
involved with selecting implementation vendors
and find if we can chart their relationship and
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The axes indicate the relative positionof eachcompany. Note that they
maychange over time Some move forward into the coveted upper right
quadrant: others slide backwards.

probability of selection over time, it helps us see
where momentum is occurring in the industry.
When we present a client a short list, or the top
three to four software packages or implementation vendors, some clients ask us who we think

IMPLEMENTATIONVENDOR
A

oC
a
0
CL

start

rresentanon
Timeline

selection

I

the choice will be or who is at the top or who is
the most probable. This is an interesting question
because, from experience, we know that the
answer changes throughout the process. At the
"start," when we make the short -list recommendation, a pecking order exists in our minds. By
the time vendors have made their presentations
and have visited potential clients, some vendors
have increased their chances for success, and others have decreased theirs. As they move through
negotiation and up to the "selection" or decision
point, the momentum for each vendor continues
to move so that the top choice of who most probably will be selected to do the job can be altogether
different from the positions at the start.
Let's look at the vendor momentum chart. What
it tells us is that there was a favored vendor, Vendor A, at the start. Over time, Vendor A turned
out to have a lessened probability of selection. Its
implementation team and presentation were not
a hit with the client.
Vendor B, on the other hand, maintained a
steady state of esteem throughout the whole
selection process.
Vendor C was almost thrown out at first for the
wrong reasons before it even got to the presentation stage of the engagement. We brought the
company back into the flow, and it did well but
not well enough to distinguish itself above Vendor A or B.
Vendor D was low on the totem pole at the start
but rose up in the steering committee's mind to
become the clear favorite at the end and was
selected for the job. Six to seven decision criteria
made up the directions of the lines.
APRIL 1997
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It's time... for the
78th Annual Conference of the
IMA. It's your time. Time to
meet with colleagues and make
new friends. Time to sharpen
your mind and examine the
opportunities being created in
our rapidly changing world.
Among our speakers are some
of the foremost authorities on
the subject of change. This is
the perfect opportunity to see
which way the winds of change
are blowing and to find the
solutions to capitalize on them
in your own world.

Harnessing the dower of
change in Orlando, Florida

Our annual conference is
always a rewarding event and
we want you to be a part of it
once again. Don't wait... now is
the time to let us hear from you.
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30 Hours of Continuing Education

June 22 -25, 1997

M on d a y, J u n e 2 3
• Bud Kulesza, Keith Russell & Scott
Cowen, "Business & Education
Interaction Workshop"
• General Sessions — Maddy Dychtwald,
"Lifestyle Trends "; and Jerry York,
"Shareholder Value"
• Spouses tour Church Street Station
and "shop 'til they drop"
• Kids have a great day at Water Mania
• National Officers' Reception and
SCMS Dinner Dance — a chance to
meet IMA national leaders

Tuesd ay, Jun e 24
• General Sessions — Robin Cooper,
"A New Paradigm for Management
Accountants "; Gaylin Olson,
"International Growth into Emerging
Markets "; and William McCormick,
"Restructuring for Success"
• Awards Luncheon
• Spouses visit the Kennedy
Space Center
• Kids tour Universal Studios

• General Sessions — David Jones,
"Economic Update "; Sir David
Tweedie, "Global Perspectives ";
and JoAnn Heffernan Heisen,
"Professional Challenge of
Today's Workplace"
• CMA Meeting/Luncheon
• Spouses visit the Orlando
Museum of Art and enjoy
learning the art of Chinese
cookery at Ming Court
• Pre -teens go to Orlando Science
Center - Teens spend the day
at Busch Gardens
• Annual Dinner — Fine food,
fun & recognition

Con cur r en t Sessi on !
Hot topics, professional speakers:
CFM Review Course, People
Resources, Flexible Organizations,
The Latest in Financial Software,
Activity -Based Management,
Listening Skills, FASB, SEC,
Team Building, Thriving on
Technology & Change.
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Monday thr ough Wedne sday
mornings begin with educational
breakfast meetings.

Wed n es d a y, J u n e 2 E

D
z

• Educators' Roundtables
• General Sessions — Pat Williams,
"The Challenge of Change "; The
Fun Nun, "Using Humor to Get
through Change "; Fredric Attermeir,
"Recent Developments in Individual
Income Tax"
• Family Event: Medieval Times

• Sponsor Reception
• Free night to explore Orlando

z

Sun day, Jun e 22

H

CALL 1- 800 - 638 -4427 #4, 1 FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION

NOWDOYOUCREATEAMINDMAP?

H

ere are some simple ways to begin the mind -

mind maps? Yes, several, to be exact. Some are:

1. Start with the desire to make one.
2. Start with a few software products you have
been reviewing. Ask how they are similar or
different.
3. Determine what's important for you to use as
decision criteria. Pick the items that you want
to use for structure, such as architecture, cost,
functionality.
4. Use these items as your framework. Start placing the products on this framework, and ask
more questions.
5. Refine the mind map until you are satisfied it
reflects your understanding.

■ Not getting a significant player on the map at all.
■ Using the wrong criteria coordinates to make
the map.
■ Erroneously judging where someone fits on the
map.

A

'

v

s we have honed our presentations to various clients, we have found that several pieces of
information or concepts can be expressed easier in diagrams than in narrative or outline format. Some of these advantages of mind maps
are:
1. You can place objects in a proximity to each other that conveys meaning, such as closeness to
the target.
2. You can create space and distance that show
gaps.
3. Size of the objects can denote importance or
priority.
4. A frame can indicate boundaries that are inside
or outside the scope of a project.
5. You can use nature and its geometry.
6. Best of all, a mind map, if understood, is easier to remember and use in discussions with others. We are bombarded with so much information that sometimes we need a memory device
to help us make the information stick. And a
diagram often is a more effective memory
device than words alone.

AFEWPROBLEMSCANARISE

You've seen examples of the basic mind maps we
use to get a mental image of the companies we're
comparing. Are there any problems with this technique? Yes, there are some problems:
1. Simplification doesn't represent the product
fully.
2. The author of a mind map learns more from it
than casual observers do.
3. The only items that are measured are the coordinates.
4. A mind map is only a two- or three- dimensional diagram.
46

Can mistakes be made when you are creating

mapping process;

WHATARETHEADVANTAGES?
Icts

CANMISTAKESBEMADE?
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What can you do to correct these mistakes? So
you won't miss a significant player, use more
sources of information. Each has a different viewpoint. We use 70 -80 sources and find that none of
them is complete and none of them is accurate, but
together we don't miss a significant player when
we use them all.
So you won't use the wrong criteria, remember
that a mind map works best for a specific client and
that the coordinates on a mind map represent some
of their most important parameters. The wrong criteria are a possibility more often when you make
a generic mind map that is supposed to apply to all
sizes of companies in all industries but doesn't.
So you won't make erroneous judgments, you
will need to do more homework and pondering
about how you can extract reams of information
into a few coordinates on the map. An erroneous
judgment, when the facts support something otherwise, is usually the result of hastiness due to a
budgeted dollar or time constraint.

ISTHEPROCESSWORTHIT?

Yes. Even with the possibility of error, mind
maps are useful because they tend to make you
ask more questions and search more deeply for
what's important —especially if you are creating
the maps. Stephen Covey would say that the key
to effective learning is to expect to train another
person. Graphical displays of information are wonderful teaching tools to use in group work sessions
and collaborative decision making, especially
when you know you never will have a complete set
of facts on all possible solutions to a problem.
Creating mind maps is an effective way to gain
software knowledge for your own use or for you to
use to help others. If you begin mind mapping
today, you will be amazed at the valuable information you will find at your fingertips that can
help make the software selection process smoother
and more efficient. ■
Members of SoftResources LLC that participated in
the development of this article are Jeff Thompson,
Elaine Watson, Theresa Hollis, Spencer Arnesen, Tedd
Kuniyuki, Steven Elder, and Sarah Clark.
D. Richard Dance, CPA, is president of SoftResources
LLC in Seattle, Wash. SoftResources LLC renders software selection and implementation review services
for businesses of all sizes. They can be reached at
(206) 622 -4200 or mail@softresources.com.
Homepage: www.softresources.com.

BackOffice Solutions
for
Accounting in the enterprise means delivering

strategic flexibility, not just keeping score.

Ma(iagement
Accounting
BY HOLLY E. HENSON

You've seen this
symbol on products,
in ads, on booths at
trade shows, in text
accompanying software analyses, and
other places. What
does it mean —for
the buyer and for
the company displaying the logo —
especially as it pertains to the process
of evaluating and
selecting software
for your company?

n today's business environment, organizations are looking for ways to achieve competitive advantage. As margins are shrinking,
competition is heating up, and industries are
consolidating. While customer expectations
for quality, service, and delivery intensify, businesses are reducing staff and searching for ways
to arm employees with information they can use
to make better decisions and innovate. Accounting departments feel the urgency and the pressure to help their organizations be more competitive by supplying the necessary financial
information that feeds the many critical business
decisions that will direct the company's efforts.
The days when the accounting department provided a financial report card at the end of an
accounting period have been displaced by a new
and urgent need to supply business managers
with real -time access to financial performance to
enable a new level of organizational agility.
The corporate accounting department has had
a dramatic influence over the use of computing
technology inside organizations. Accounting professionals, used to easy access to financial information in the spreadsheets they manage on their

desktop PCs, are pressing their organizations to
adopt similar easy -to -use tools for larger corporate information management needs. Their
expectation is that the corporate applications
will integrate seamlessly with the desktop applications and that the client/server architecture of
today's accounting applications will enable a
higher level of productivity and information
sharing.

TAKINGADVANTAGEOFCLIENT/
SERVERTECHNOLOGY

T his push toward a more informed, decentralized organization places new requirements on
the systems that support the finance area. The
rapid adoption of client/server solutions reflects
a growing desire to take the traditional centralized computing model, break it up into smaller
components, and put more application processing
power closer to the end user. This arrangement
does not eliminate the need to have comprehensive systems with functions that span the many
disciplines of the enterprise but rather to link
them as a network of hub systems that can
APRIL 1997
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■ Scalability to support small work groups as well as large enterprises
with both smaller and larger transaction processing volumes.
■ Accessibility, so that the accounting
applications can be integrated easily with desktop tools such as
spreadsheets, reporting tools, email, and workflow transports and
so they can interoperate with other
line -of- business applications such as
inventory systems, customer service
applications, and the like.
■ Adaptability to customize the function as well as the look and feel of
an application to meet the unique
requirements of each organization
or even individual users within the
organization.
■ Portability to run on multiple hardware platforms and integrate into
a multivendor environment of personal computers, minicomputers
and mainframes, networks and
applications.
In its own BackOffice products and
through its Solution Provider Program,
48
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Microsoft Corporation is delivering
these capabilities.

WHEREDOESMICROSOFT®
BACKOFFICETmFITINTO
THEPICTURE?

In creating Windows NT8 Server and
the Microsoft BackOffice family of
server products, Microsoft was driven
by a vision of being able to run the
most demanding business applications
on a secure, manageable, and inexpensive platform. With BackOffice, today's
distributed computing network envi-

Figure 1) consists of Microsoft SQL
ServerT", for managing and storing
data; Microsoft SNA Server, for host
connectivity; Microsoft Systems Management Server, for managing PCs and
servers; Microsoft Exchange Server, for
easier communications; and Microsoft
Internet Information Server, the Web
server designed for Windows NT Server. A scalable, platform- independent
technical infrastructure, the Windows
NT technologies provide a unifying
framework that embraces existing data
resources and investments while
enabling a single, seamless interface

Windows NT Server with Internet Information Server
&

1
a

share information easily with other
distributed systems in the networked
environment. Server systems become
the main resources for storing data
(database servers), for running application programs (application servers),
and for providing network management services. The client PC or workstation resides on the user desktop and
is the site where much of the information processing takes place.
There are many possible configurations of client and server systems that
deliver the right level of data processing and information sharing for an
organization. Information technology
can help deliver better decisions, faster
responses, and improved communications that can translate into better
return on investment. Users are looking for the following capabilities in the
new client/server systems:

OLEWOSA"

Microsoft Visual Tools

Third-partyProducts

Microsoft Offi

'Object Linking and Embedding, Windows'"' Open Services Architecture

ronment can extend seamlessly from
the user's desktop to the enterprise
and beyond to the Internet and provide
tools to create, access, analyze, present,
and report information in ways that
translate to business advantage.
A suite of produrts.The Microsoft@
BackOffice' integrated family of server software is built on the Microsoft
Windows NTT" Server network operating system. The BackOffice family (see

for effective information flow. A Windows NT client/server architecture also
provides the robustness and security
required in industry, yet at a lower cost
than mainframe- and minicomputerbased solutions. Windows NT offers the
economy, flexibility, and enterprise
integration that a business needs to
remain competitive.
What management accountants care
about. In most companies, the majority

ACOMMUNITYOF
SOLUTIONEXPERTS

M

icrosoft Solution Providers (MSPs)
are independent companies worldwide
that team with Microsoft to solve business challenges for organizations of all
sizes in many industries. MSPs use
Microsoft products as the building
blocks for various value -added services

such as consulting, software customization, integration, application development, technical training, and support.
By teaming with Microsoft, MSPs
gain access to leading -edge technologies and information that will enhance
their effectiveness and efficiency in
building Microsoft -based solutions.
MSPs also can go online with Microsoft
at any time to get answers to questions
or to access the latest sales and training tools and enter into a powerful
worldwide community of value -added
businesses.
For users or organizations evaluating or implementing accounting solutions on BackOffice, Microsoft Solution

...Companies need to
ensure that the applications
provide the necessary
functionality and that the
solution is cost effective.
Providers can provide a variety of services and products that represent a
substantial base of knowledge and
expertise on Microsoft technology.
Organizations that participate in the
Microsoft Solution Provider Program
have had to meet a rigorous set of certification requirements that Microsoft
has established to guarantee the quality of its products and services.
Within the community of Solution
Providers are companies that have
built and delivered their own business
applications on Microsoft products.
Some of these Solution Developers
have designed their products to take
full advantage of the technologies in
the Microsoft BackOffice products.
Microsoft recognizes these applications
with the "Designed for Microsoft Back Office" logo. Independent software vendors can submit their products for test-

ing against the criteria to meet the
"Designed for Microsoft BackOffice"
requirements. The logo distinguishes
products as having been developed to
take advantage of key BackOffice technologies desired by customers, such as:
■ Supporting a Windows NT' unified
logon, which enables the server
application to take advantage of
Windows NT security, eliminating
the need for customers to log on to
each server application separately;
■ Using Systems Management Server
to make the installation process
automatic, ensuring ease of use for
customers in keeping track of software and monitoring licenses;
■ Running as a Windows NT Server
service, which allows administrators
to have single -seat administration
of the enterprise;
■ Integrating Microsoft features such
as ActiveX' server framework
including Internet Explorer 3.0 to
support availability of applications
over the Internet and intranets.
Microsoft has delivered on a simple
idea: Take "best of class" products and
services, and combine them to form an
integrated information system. The
Microsoft BackOffice family offers one
complete, seamless client/server network composed of products designed to
work together. That delivery, combined
with a large community of Microsoft
Solution Providers furnishing products
and services designed for BackOffice,
can present a total business solution. ■
Note: To learn more about the Microsoft Solution Provider Program or to review case studies
about other companies that have deployed
BackOffice solutions, you can review these sites
on the World Wide Web.
http://www.microsoft.com
httpJ /www.microsoft.com/industry
http: / /www.miemsoft.com/industry /ace
Holly E. Henson is industry marketing manager, Enterprise Accounting & ERP, at
Microsoft Corporation. She can be reached at
hollyhRmicrosoft.com.
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of the management accountant's time
is spent on traditional accounting work
(cost accounting systems, financial
reporting, resource management). Other activities involve a somewhat newer
set of responsibilities and reflect the
demands on companies to hone their
competitive edge. These newer activities may include internal consulting,
process improvement, and customer
and product profitability.
But no matter what the activity,
accounting professionals care about
costs. When it comes to systems, functionality and integration are important, but an understanding of the total
cost of ownership is critical. The total
cost of ownership includes not only the
investment in the hardware and software systems but also the related services for training, development, operations, and support.
When it comes to investing in
accounting solutions, companies need
to ensure that the applications provide
the necessary functionality and that
the solution is cost effective. Microsoft
is committed to meeting those goals
with its BackOffice products and in its
Microsoft Solution Provider Program,
which is designed to provide a source
of application developers and service
organizations who can furnish value added software products and services
for Microsoft technologies. This community of solution experts can leverage
its application knowledge by building
software products on technology solutions that continue to increase in performance while decreasing in price.

There's a lot more at stake. The puzzle is
more complex. The job is bigger than ever.
"CFM" says you're up to it!
The financial professional of today —and
tomorrow —will have to clear hurdles and
face challenges that were unknown only a
few years ago.
A downsized corporate environment.
A financial arena that is global, not just
national.
- A re- defined and evolving financial
management function.
A corporate culture that has irrevocably
changed.
The path to career success has become steeper
and more demanding.
The new Certified in Financial Management
Program, developed by the globally- recognized
Institute of Management Accountants, will make
that career path safer, surer, and smoother.
The IMA has created the CFM program to

provide an objective measure of knowledge and
competence in the field of financial management.
The CFM designation provides professional
certification of proficiency and excellence that is
recognized by leading corporations and financial
management professionals.
It has been designed to meet the evolving needs
of business— today, tomorrow, and well into the
21st century. It is an important career asset.
To learn more about the CFM Program, the
Institute of Management Accountants and the
many benefits of 1 MA membership, call

1 (800) 638 -4427, ext. 141.
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SAP%
! "

We don't just make better software.
We make better companies."

Connecting the Enterprise
BYKATHYWILLIAMS ANDJAMES HART
n the world of high -end financial software systems, the name SAP usually
comes to mind first. One of the top five
software companies in the world, it is
the only non - American company to make
the list. Legendary in its ability to provide
enterprise -wide software solutions that
manage the entire supply chain of operations, it is one of only two companies to
have reached the Gartner Group's "Magic
Quadrant" —that section of software analysis heaven where companies are deemed
to have fulfilled their promises of both
innovation and execution.
In fact, at the CeBIT technology conference
last month in Hannover, Germany, SAP
demonstrated Release 3.1 of its R/3
client /server system. Release 3.1 allows
SAP customers to enter the world of electronic commerce via the Internet and their
intranets, For example, a sales executive
on location in any part of the world can
pull out his or her laptop, connect to the
Web, and initiate customer purchases
using Web - enabled workflow and electronic forms. The filled -out forms route themselves to the appropriate corporate departments over the R/3 system. Then all
relevant inventory checking, financial, and
distribution processes are performed automatically by R /3. The executive never
interfaces with the system.
The downside? Setting up a company's
computing system to perform such a wide
range of complex, integrated functions can
be mind - boggling. Therefore, complicated,
expensive, and long implementations also
have been legendary, which have made a
ready market for Big 6 implementation
teams and negative media coverage. To
combat these situations, SAP is offering a
rapid implementation, AcceleratedSAP,
which is geared for customers who require
shorter, more efficient, less costly implementations. (R /3 customers can choose to

go live on some modules now and can
add more later, thus speeding up their initial implementation.) Also, instead of staying only in the high -end market where it
made its reputation, SAP entered the
midsize and smaller company markets
as well.

Q: Dr. Plattner, could you tell us how you
started SAP? You were with IBM first, were
you not?
Yes. I started at IBM in Mannheim, Ger.
many, as a systems engineer doing application consulting for current customers.

Prof. Dr. Hasso Plattner, SAPvice chairman.
What's ahead for this extraordinarily
successful 25- year -old company (founded by a group of ex -IBM engineers)
and the world of financial software?
How will technology keep driving the
changes for CFOs, controllers, management accountants, and financial managers? We met with SAP AG Vice Chairman Prof. Dr. Hasso Plattner and were
joined briefly by SAP America CEO Paul
Wahl to find out. Here's their industry
perspective.

I was fortunate because early on I met
Dietmar Hopp, who later would be one of
my SAP partners. He and I started to consult for ICI and its subsidiaries, Fiber Manufacturing and Foster- Mannheim. We
installed an IS system at their new plant.
We did the same in Manchester, England,
consolidating super - complex multinational
requirements. From the beginning of our
careers, we were involved in international
requirements for a multinational company,
which would serve us well later.
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After four years with IBM, some friends
and I decided to start our own company.
We wanted to develop integrated systems
for accounting, purchasing, sales— systems
that would run all phases of an operation.
Our guinea pig was the ICI subsidiary.
We built our prototype there, and then we
took the components and built what we
called System R. It was a full - blown, real time integrated system with minimum batch
processing for the IBM mainframe. We
sold 80 of them.

"father" of the marginal cost accounting
principle in Germany. It bases cost
accounting on manufacturing data and not
on financial data —a complete separation
from the financial system. You calculate
through measured volumes, take an artificial price, and then reconstruct pricing, or
reconstruct cost versus the financial data
and not try to use the financial systems
through allocation or any kind of distribution to match the production...
Q: Isn't this activity -based costing?

We developed another product also, but
it wasn't processing applications in real
time. It was doing everything in batches
like all the American systems. It was more
financial user oriented. We sold 60 of
those. But our trump card was the real -time
online system. In the 1970s we were like
client /server today. We sold the last one
of those in 1979.
Q: So in 1979 you had 80 clients?
We had 200 customers —if you take all
our products into consideration. We had
three products in that very small batch -only
product alone. Then in 1980 or 1981 we
came out with the R/2 system for the mainframe. The application was a remake but
with a much broader perspective. We had
a real sales system, and manufacturing
systems were completed in the mid- 1980s.
This R/2 system had, until we built the R/3
system, by far the largest functionality in a
comprehensive system you could buy in
the world. We sold it to multinational subsidiaries. We never got headquarters buyers. DuPont, by theway, was the company
that helped us internationalize our system.
The CIO was an ex -CFO, so we could talk
accounting and technology, which helped
us transform SAP from a national system
with an international touch into a professionally exploitable system for all of
Europe. That finally led us to the opportunity of exporting the system to DuPont in
Wilmington, Del., and Dow Chemical in
Midland, Mich. That was the history of the
R/2 System.
Next, we started building the R/3 system
for the middle and small -end market. That's
when I left the R/2 development and financials as well. I had been designing
accounting systems for SAP for 17 years at
that time. In fact, the last thing I developed
was a cost accounting system. We got the
blueprints of complex German marginal
cost accounting from the Plaut Group, the
i2
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It's closely related. Activity -based costing is
more primitive, but it is based on the some
principle —that you don't come from the
financial side and allocate to the centers
of control. You take the flow through the
organization. Plaut was concentrating on
manufacturing, so we built a comprehensive cost accounting system on the basis of
their blueprints. They had 500 customers.
That pushed up our level of professional
functionality. So from the mid -'80s on,
SAP was accounting and cost accounting,
controlling — unbeatable in the German speaking market.
That was the breakthrough for us. We
became masters of accounting. We built
much more accounting and financial functionality into the product, and the technology became better. The company grew. We
had much more money to invest, so we
changed from being just a lean, real -time,
fast, man - saving system to one that has
built -in intelligence and is the right vehicle
for the CFO to run a company. We
became more attractive to the large financial departments in giant companies.
I continued to concentrate on the redevelopment of the R/3 system, and that's
where we are now.
Q: Are you surprised by the level of success that you've had in terms of its speed
and volume?
Actually, the prognosis for volume was
higher because we wanted to go to a lower -level market and client /server with the
R/3 system, which we thought would give
us a larger market than the one for our
R/2 mainframe system. The real surprise
was the U.S. response. We had always
planned to go worldwide with the R/3 system, and we were delighted when our first
customer in the U.S. was Convex Computers in Dallas. It was exactly our target cus-

tomer. They installed the system and went
live after two-and -a -half months. This was
exactly what we all had in mind. Then
Chevron wanted a client /server software
system that could scale from 10 users up
to 5,000. That was the right fit, too.
Q: What kinds of companies are the best
fit for SAP applications and systems?
We currently have over 7,000 customers
of all sizes and from many industries.
What they have in common are key business issues and needs. These include such
conditions as high growth, involvement in
consolidation or spin -off of new companies, management of an extended supply
chain, replacement of legacy systems, year
2000 readiness and European Monetary
Union compliance. The strength of SAP
software is the robust business intelligence
that crosses industries and is applicable
for companies of all sizes.
Q: What about the ongoing criticism of
SAP with regard to its installation problems? What's your view of that?
There's a reality here. The reality is implementation of software is difficult. But in the
last three years, SAP has had few installations abandoned. There are many factors
that can contribute to an abandoned
implementation, such as changes in the
executive staff, acquisition or merger of
two IT departments, and even communication difficulties among the implementation
team. In these cases, we try to remedy the
situation in any way we can, yet, on rare
occasions, the decision is made by the
customer to abandon the implementation.
Do we have problems in installations? Yes.
Are we flawless? No. But I'd bet my personal money against any of our competitors that under the same circumstances we
would beat them in implementation speed
and cost left, right, and center. I'd bet my
own money, not the company's money.
I have talked to many customers, and their
overall happiness and return on investment
are unmatched in the industry, especially
with our long -term performance. This doesn't
mean there aren't short -term problems.
If you want to know how good SAP is or
what our problems are, talk to our customer base, and then talk to a similar
group of people using another system than
the SAP system. Derive your conclusions
from that. Then you get a true assessment

from a customer perspective. As a market
leader, it is common for us to expect negative press.
One underlying fear was expressed recently, however. Is SAP overloading itself? Are
we doing too much? Are we going into
too many industries? Are we expanding
into too many markets? I have had several
meetings with the aerospace and defense
industry. Could we really tell the high -tech
industry of the 1960s and 1970s, "We
don't want your business —we don't want
to deal with your regulatory issues." Of
course not.
Q: You've been praised for your ability to
reengineer the business processes of a
company. Also, SAP is at the forefront of
technological innovations, especially the
use of the Internet and intranets. What are
your excitements, your fears, involving this
new territory?
The excitement is that we solve issues and
problems we couldn't solve in the last 20
years. We're in the complex client /server
environment. A user can mix our system
with another. We can handle many end user interactions. For example, we have
three different shopping baskets running
every day on the some electronic order
processing system. A customer's order processing system doesn't know whether it
has our own professional interface or one
of the three baskets. At one of our users'
conferences, Bill Gates and I did a demonstration in which we used only the Internet.
For two or three applications I used the
new Java GUI, which was a normal professional GUI. All the other applications
were a different front end sitting on top of
the business BAPIs [business application
programming interface] reusing the large
application engine.
Paul Wahl: We distribute information, real time content, throughout the enterprise to
everybody. That's the compelling thing
I hear when I talk to a prospect or a customer, that the SAP system replicates information access to everybody. And you
need the host capability of the intranet.
Nobody wants outdated information anymore. Nobody wants to have to pick up
the phone and ask what's going on. What
we can put to the table is we are a master
of reconciling information on an enterprise
level.
Hasso Plattner: We developed real -time

ABOUT SAP
With a 31 % share of the worldwide market, SAP AG (Systems, Applications
and Products in Data Processing) is the leading global provider of client /server
business application solutions. Its flagship product is its R/3 client /server system, which was released in 1992. Version 3.1 of the R/3 enables Internet
commerce.
Founded in 1972 and based in Walldorf, Germany, the company has more
than 9,000 employees and installations in more than 7,000 sites in more than
50 countries. Its chairman and co- founder is Dietmar Hopp. Its vice chairman
and co-founder, who also is chairman of the U.S. subsidiary, SAP America, is
Hasso Plattner. CEO of SAP America is Paul Wahl. SAP America is headquartered in Wayne, Pa. You can reach both companies on the Internet at
www.sap.com.
Revenues for 1996 rose 38% to $2.39 billion. Vice Chairman Hasso Plattner
predicts growth in 1997 to be about 25% "because with a maturing market
you have to expect a bit of a slowdown, and we are so big already that we
can't keep growing at the same rate."
SAP maintains a presence in industries from automotive to consumer products
to chemicals to manufacturing to oil and gas to high -tech to pharmaceuticals to
telecommunications. Its products are geared for every facet of the supply chain
from orders to inventory to production to financials to human resources to distribution. SAP also is involved in an extensive partnering program for software
development and implementation. Its latest ones are with Microsoft and IBM.

systems. Sometimes our software looks
overengineered. But when you ask the professional users of the SAP system what the
best thing is that SAP offers, they say it's
integration. The second best is the information is reconcilable or is reconciled automatically. The software is self- diagnosing.
Q: Where do you see the future of
client /server computing headed, and how
and where does SAP fit in?
SAP will continue to be the leader in
Client/server computing; none of our competitors offers a solution as integrated or
flexible as we do. We continue to invest in
developing new functionality and integrating new technologies. The future is in integrated yet flexible client /server solutions.
These solutions will leverage new technologies —such as the Internet, Java, and SAP GUI—to help companies expand their customer base and to conduct their business
more effectively —even across company
boundaries. At the some time, these technologies have the potential to simplify
client /server solutions, making them easier
for customers to use.
Q: Back to the Internet for a second.
What do you envision the future of the
Internet to be as it pertains to business

applications? How will companies really
be using it?
The speed of business has changed radically and will continue to do so. The faster
products can be brought to market and the
more global communications that are
available among vendors, suppliers, and
customers, the more successful the company. We already are living in these times;
our technology will enhance the success
of our customers.
Q: For what business purposes does SAP
use the Internet?
We use it for product catalogs (logistics),
interactive requests (financials), employment opportunities and application tracking (human resources), order entry, order
status, and sales order creation. SAP provides Internet access to all capabilities of
the R/3 with our new Java GUI. We also
provide more than 30 "easy to use"
human resources and customer application
components.
Q: How do you interact with customers
via the Internet or intranets?
We use it mostly for communications right
now. Our home page is a mechanism for
APRIL 1997
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distributing technical and product updates,
marketing, and new product information to
our customer base. Although all the
advanced capabilities you read about are
available now, use of the Internet by our
customers is in the early stages for many.
Q: What's your view of the financial software industry in the next five, 10 years, as
you see all the forces playing out?
There will be a huge change in telecommunications and a huge change in banking. Since these are megatrends, they will
influence the industry. As processing
speed goes up another factor of five, so
network speed will go up. But the real
question is, what happens with different
communications? What happens with different services the financial institutions will
provide? Business procedures will change
dramatically. Employees will maintain
their own data on systems we and others
will build.
We will see many broker systems. For
example, how about a worldwide tax server where we have all tax rules, everything
we know about taxes from all leading
industries and all countries — incorporated
in one system. Any other software company can buy proxy servers, take the information, and use it in their system. We
want to build this. These are new ideas
that were absolutely unthinkable three
years ago except in theory. Only the
worldwide stock exchange market could
have built a system that works 24 hours
around the globe because they have had
enough money, and there's enough to gain
from it. The cost for those systems and the
infrastructure has come down so much that
we can build systems like that. So, broker
systems we will see. We're also going to
see new ways of electronic data exchange
and new kinds of data robbery and
misuse.
Q: There has been a great deal of talk
about consolidation of the financial software market and that the number of companies competing will decrease. What's
your perspective on this?
I would reference the perspective of
the analysts at the Gartner Group,
who predict that the vendor field will
narrow to three or four major vendors.
SAP will surely remain among them in
a leadership position because of our
commitment to developing solutions to
54
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address the needs of customers
Q: Who are your real competitors going
into the future?
Oracle, possibly, because it may want to
branch out beyond its successful database
And powerful IBM has indicated it may
want to go back into the software industry
For years the biggest threat was Arthur
Andersen. They wanted to develop software and did.
There also is a potential one with
Microsoft, even though there is no indication they would go after us. They know
they have too many other things to do.
When Bill Gates visited SAP, he said,
"There is no commercial reason for competing." Then he made a joke. "As long
as you run fast enough, I will never catch
you."

areas of an enterprise. Your readers
should first examine their specific business
needs to determine what types of business
practices and processes would be most
advantageous for them and then examine
the functionality of information technology
systems.
They should look for consistency in a company and its systems. They should look at
the production and operation of a system.
They must check out a system carefully.
They need to make sure they ask: What
will we get from the system? Do we get
better data, more return on information?
What will our return on investment be?
Can we improve our consolidation? Do we
have our books in order? Can the system
help to find something, accelerate something? Or is it just a modern version of our
old VAX systems? They must find out what
the technology can do.

Q: What about PeopleSoR
They are a good competitor. We need
competition. But they are not a threat.
Yet, I'm not saying we do everything better
than they do.
Q: What about Computer Associates?
Could CA have the power and the
strength if they had the will to do it?
That's a good question. For many years I
feared them most. They have the financial
resources; they have the intellectual
resources. But they don't have the company lined up for it. But Charles Wang is a
tough financial manager — ruthless —so
we'll see.
The real competitor for us is our own infrastructure. Our long -term relationship with
customers is our reinsurance. But if we
maintain our ability to push everything
through one single development, people
fear that we might not be able to keep ourselves in shape. That's when we have to
be flexible. Given our size, it isn't easy.
Q: Could you give some advice to the
financial managers and controllers of corporations in America as to what they
should look for when they are judging software and systems? That's a major decision
for many of our members.
Software that fulfills the needs of corporate
financial groups requires integrated reception and reporting of information from all

Q: When controllers and management
accountants undertake the project of evaluating and selecting software, they find that
most of the vendors are selling the some
functions. How does SAP distinguish itself
from everyone else?
Integration of accounting systems with the
R/3 suite provides more robust functionality than those of our competitors. We
also distinguish ourselves through year
2000 readiness; our multicurrency, multilingual, multinational real -time reporting
capabilities; and the future release of our
treasury and cash management component module.
Q: Given all these changes in technology,
will controllers and CFOs have new roles
in the corporation? What's your vision for
the accounting area?
Accountants won't be performing the same
kinds of functions anymore. They will be
doing more than crunching numbers.
CFOs and controllers tell us repeatedly
that, with the implementation of advanced
systems, they now can function truly as
CFOs and controllers. They can focus
their energies on financial decisions that
are proactive and reliant on accurate
reporting and forecasting instead of being
buried in computations themselves. And
that will allow them to become true business strategists and add great value to
their companies. ■
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CASESTUDE
IS
SAVING TIME AND MONEY WITH IN -ROUSE PAYROLL
Nonprofit organizations bid on

the same jobs commercial organizations do, but nonprofits often
have the additional costs of
transporting their consumers
(workers they are placing) to the
job and supervising them while
they're there. Nonprofits need to
have their food, custodial, and
micrographics service contracts
pay for themselves. The funding
they receive from state agencies
and other groups is not meant to
cover shortfalls on contracts.
What this means for nonprofit
organizations such as New York's
Chemung County ARC (Association for Retarded Citizens) and
Enable, an agency that supports
the disabled, is that they must be
vigilant in their efforts to contain
administrative costs. And one of
the most complex and difficult
administrative processes is the
production of employees' and consumers' paychecks.

Saving Time Pays
Sandy Hillman, finance director
of Chemung County ARC, and
Pam Van Patten, Enable's director of fiscal management services, found they were able to
save both time and money by
bringing their payroll processing
in -house with Ultimate Software
Group's ULTIPROO.
"After 12 years of using the
leading payroll service bureau, I
switched to ULTIPRO, an inhouse payrolVHRMS system, partially because its initial price and
maintenance fees were more cost effective," Sandy Hillman says.
"What I found was an unexpected
benefit: I actually saved a huge
amount of time in the day - today
process of producing paychecks."
With 400 pays per week, it
took Sandy's payroll department
two days, Monday and Tuesday,
just to key in the week's data.
The data were due at the service
bureau at end of day Tuesday to
ensure paychecks by Friday.
Sandy and her associates often
66
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to do payroll in- house. I
have too many other things
to do.
"But then I decided I had
to look at anything that
would save money," Sandy
recalls, "so I gave ULTIPRO
a chance. Now I couldn't be
happier with my decision.
It's all so easy I'm amazed."
Pam Van Patten had a
similar experience. "I didn't
even consider in -house payPam Van Patten (I.), Paul Gonzalez (Ultimate Software), and Sandy Hillman. roll processing, I thought it
would be too difficult."
So Pam watched Sandy from
were forced to work late. Any cor- says Enable's Pam Van Patten.
"We support thousands of disthe sidelines as Sandy migrated
rections or adjustments that octo ULTIPRO. Chemung ARC's
curred between Tuesday and Fri- abled citizens with an employee
conversion was so successful,
day couldn't be handled that
roster that's grown to over 500,
Pam led the initiative for Enable
and many of those who receive
week but had to be tracked for
paychecks have worked on nuto bring payroll on site.
correction the following week.
merous jobs. Our service bureau
"Before implementing ULTIThis complicated the payroll
PRO, we went to training, and
process and opened the door for
only allowed us to allocate to
that made our system foolproof,"
many questions and subsequent
eight jobs. But we have many
whose time needs to be allocated
Pam says. "We developed personerrors on paychecks.
"Now, with the ULTIPRO into as many as 30 or 40 places."
alized checklists that showed us
The service bureau's solution
step -by -step what to do. We use
house system, we've cut the time
we spend on the total payroll
for Pam was to have her manual- those checklists even today. Ally enter all of these data in a sep- most anyone in our organization
process," Sandy notes. "In fact,
I've even been able to cut the
arate spreadsheet program. In
could run payroll from those
addition to the inconvenience,
checklists. It's that easy."
staff time devoted to payroll and
use their time in other areas."
there were also increased errors
SuccessBreedsMoreSuccess
when entering this detail in a
Sandy's payroll department
"Our goal is to develop for the
separate register.
saves time because it can run
disabled citizens we serve the
payroll later in the week. It can
With ULTIPRO, labor allocabest opportunities possible,"
tion is unlimited. "Just eliminatexamine a precheck register being our old spreadsheet method of notes Sandy Hillman. "To achieve
fore printing to avoid time -conthat goal, we need to keep our adsuming printed check errors, and allocating labor has saved us an
ministrative house in order.
it can print manual checks on de- enormous amount of time," says
mand without having to collect
Pam. "What's more, I feel I can
ULTIPRO has given us that ability. We not only have the control
trust my ULTIPRO figures becorrections and make separate
cause the process is automated."
and flexibility we could not get
file transmissions to a service
Another issue Chemung Coun- from a service bureau, but also
bureau.
ty ARC had was piecework. Like
we save time and money."
Pam Van Patten concurs, "We
In -House Benefits Abound
many manufacturing concerns,
nonprofit organizations often
exist to make life better for our
As president of the Financial
disabled associates. The more
pay their workers by the piece.
Managers Association, Sandy
time and money we have to
ULTIPRO offers them this payhas led many discussions on
ment option and prints the earnspend on support programs for
managing finances. Several
them, the more successful we
years ago, most of the members
ings details on paychecks.
are. Bringing payroll in -house is
were using the service bureau
It's Easy
one of those decisions that has
approach for handling payroll,
When Sandy Hillman first looked dramatically improved our probut many found it inadequate.
ductivity and effectiveness. We
"We used a service bureau for
at doing payroll in- house, it
can give more because we get
four years, and one of our biggest seemed impossible. Her first reproblems was labor allocation,"
sponse was, "You couldn't pay me more." ■
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Payroll System Paybacks
TOTALTIMESERVESUP$80,000INSAVINGSTOAFAMOUSU.S.RESTAURANT
Soon after Dennis January became controller of the Hilltop
Steak House and Marketplace,
he discovered that the payroll
system was in such disarray his
payroll manager was about to
quit in frustration. The system
was causing so many errors and
generating such a flood of employee inquiries she didn't have
time for her day - to-day responsibilities. "I realized that I should
step in and figure out what the
problem was," Dennis recalls, "or
I'd wind up administering the
payroll for myself."
The solution seemed obvious:
hire two assistants, with benefits, at a total estimated cost of
$80,000 a year. But before
making that move, Dennis
spoke to ADP about Total
Timex. He discovered that
he could solve his payroll
problem, even as Hilltop
raised its employee count to
700, without increasing his
payroll costs.
"Many people see payroll
as a labor- intensive area,"
says Dennis, "but with today's automation, it doesn't
have to be."

"The integrating software company wouldn't even agree to a
meeting. They suggested that I
wait a year or two until their
next release was completed."
Then Hilltop called ADP. Dennis recalls, "The representative
came in, and we discussed the
problems we were having. She
said, "That's easy. Why don't you
just put everything on Total
Time ?'"

Dennis says this approach was
appealing because "there would
be no problems with the interface. It would all be bundled up
in one payroll package. We also
liked the fact that, if there was a
problem, someone would have total responsibility."
"Our next concern was obvious," he adds. "What was this
going to cost us ?"

The New Way

Same Cost, Three Times
the Efficiency

Total Time is ADP's automated
time and attendance system. Employees swipe their badges
through an ADP- provided electronic time clock. Or they can en-

Hilltop was pleasantly surprised
by ADP's proposal. '"The cost for
Total Time was approximately
the same as what we were already paying for the three indi-

The Old Way
Ironically, Hilltop had an
automated timekeeping
arrangement at the time.
However, it had been put
together by three different
vendors. One supplied electronic time clocks, ADP
handled payroll processing,
and a third vendor provided
software to integrate the
two.
Dennis met with the time
Dennis January, controller, Hilltop Steak House and Marketplace.
clock vendor. He recalls,
'Whey couldn't explain the
problem. They said it was probater their hours through a desktop vidual components," Dennis
bly the interfacing software or
computer. This information goes
notes. "Yet it would work better,
ADP. However, they did offer me
directly to an office PC where To- give us a single vendor, and elima new maintenance agreement,
tal Time software applies payroll
inate the need to hire two assiscosting upwards of $5,000, just in policies and instantly calculates
tants. We would have basically
case anything went wrong with
the totals. The results then go
the same cost but three times the
their part of the system.
electronically to ADP payroll.
efficiency_"

Other Benefits
Now that Total Time is in place,
Hilltop's payroll department is
delighted with the results. And if
any business could push Total
Time to the limit, it would be
Hilltop. "We have people starting
and leaving work at all hours of
the day, seven days a week,"
Dennis explains. "We have at
least 20 different salary profiles.
But Total Time keeps track of it
all."
Total Time also helps Hilltop's
shift managers keep tabs on their
workers. When employees are
more than 15 minutes late, the
clock won't let them badge in
without a supervisors approval.
The same applies to
employees who try
to clock in more
than 15 minutes
ahead of time. "This
gives us excellent
control over our labor costs," Dennis
says.
Another advantage of Total Time is
its ability to communicate directly with
Hilltop's second location, 20 miles
away. Total Time
dials the remote
time clock and retrieves the information automatically.
Hilltop is justifiably
proud of its decision
to use ADP Total
Time. "Too often,"
Dennis observes,
"managers hire people to correct errors
when they should
fix the cause of the
errors instead. Total
Time eliminated the need for us
to hire more people. Our work is
just plain easier because one
company does it all." ■
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Three

Professionalexperience

business

AccountingManager,BusinessAnalyst,Controller,financialManager,
Owner,Professor,SeniorVicePresident,TaxAnalyst.

hours per
week are

Industry
Advertising, Banking, Chemical/textile
Construction
Colege Computers,
Manufacturing,ProfessionalnServicesuSecuritiesI national Trade,
Semiconductors, software,Transportation.

CompanySite
NumberofEmployees.from16to5,000(averageforallresponding488)
CompanyRevenue(fromthosewhoanswered):S2milion—S300bilion.

Using Intranet /intranets
NumberofpeopleinthecompanywhousetheInternet/intranets:
1-2,000(overageforal responding-174).
NumberofpeopleinyourdepartmentwhousetheInternet/intranets..
0-250(overageforalresponding—)3).

spentinCyberspace

i

HowYouUSEYOUR
COMPANYI INTRANET
S

• Forshuringinformationabout:
—Policiesandprocedures,

—Training,
—Humanresources,
—Salesmanagement,
—Keyprocessindicators,
—Departmentalcommunications,
Worldwideinformation,and

—Researchonnewproductsorservices.
• For sharing files and transfer data.

WHATYOURCOMPANY
PUBLISHESONTHEINTERNET
•Product/serviceinformation
•Technicaldata
• Companyprofile
•Newsreleases
• Marketinginformotion
•Schedules
•Researchfindings

• fora-mail ande-mailsharing.
• Fortrackingsales.
•Foruser/customersupport.
• foraccessingtheInternet.

SUGGESTEDTOPICSfORFUTUREA
•Casestudiesonhowbusinessesuse/operateontheInteRTICLES
rnet.
•SecurityissuesandtheInternet.

•HowtheInternetmightchangethedesktopPCandlocalnetworks.
•SearchingforinformationontheInternet.

•LegalissuesandcommerceontheInternet.
• Digital money,

Five personal
hours per week
are spent
surfing the Net

5.
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• Establishinganintranet(whyandhow).
•Designingahomepage.
• JavaprogramsandhowtheInternetmightchangesoftware,
• BankingontheInternet.
• AdvertisingontheInternet.
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WEARABLECOMPUTERS
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Computing corduroy, memory
muslin, and solar silk" are the fabrics
Nicholas Negroponte of M.I.T. proposes
as an alternative to carrying portable
computers in the future (Being Digital,
1995). Instead of etching the circuits
on a rigid motherboard, make them
out of conductive threads woven into
comfortable fabrics that process and
store microcurrents, powered by ties or
scarves shiny with solar threads. He
also has suggested embedding circuit
boards in the soles of our shoes perhaps to transmit to chips in thresholds
that would announce our arrival
home — transmitting to motors
throughout the house that some lights
should be turned on, the heat adjusted,
dinner begun, and the dog awakened.
Too far - fetched you think?
For now, would you settle for a computer squashed flatter than a 31/4-inch
disk occupying about half the space of
that same kind of disk? Maybe not woven into the fabric of a pocket, but easily carried in one, or worn on a chain?
Such devices are available; they're
called smart cards.
If you remove the display and power
supply from a computer, you have a
central processing unit and memory
left. Together, these components require very little space. The computer
on Gemplus smart cards is a small
gold chip about 1/2-inch in diameter
and less than a millimeter thick. The
contactless version uses an embedded
antenna, also tiny.
These cards would probably be better named chip cards to differentiate
them more clearly from the credit card
with its exterior magnetic strip. Technologically, the strips are just a few
60 MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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steps above the bar coding on the back
of a greeting card. They contain a
read -only identity number. Chip cards
are computers — smarter, safer, and
much more capable.
Essentially, there are two kinds of
smart cards: the simpler memory card
and the more intelligent read/write
version. The memory card can store
data, and it requires a personal identification number (PIN) or password.
Most phone cards used in Europe and
Asia are of this type. The Smart Card
Forum defines the second type of card
as "an integrated circuit card with

up to 16K(ilobytes) with a 64K card
presently being tested. More precisely,
the really smart card uses both RAM
and ROM (temporary random access
and permanent read -only memory), as
well as electrically or ultraviolet
erasable, programmable read -only
memory.
Turn a smart card over, and you
won't find a plug. The power is provided by the card reader. Contact smart
cards are placed in a device that has
pins that touch the gold - plated surface
of the chip —the card acceptance device
or reader flows current through the
pins into the card. Contactless cards
can be placed on a platform beneath
the card reader interface, or the card
can be waved at the reader. The power
source is an electromagnetic field
beamed at an embedded antenna in
the card itself. There are some cards
that have a battery embedded in them,
providing their own power.

Using the computer.As with any computer, the person writing the application for the card decides its use. Software is written, the program is loaded
on the card, cryptographic keys and issuer passwords are added, and the
card/computer is ready to use.
In 1974, Roland Moreno applied for

Computers that are becoming collectibles from Gemplus.

memory capable of making decisions."
The chip on the smarter cards has an
operating system (COS —card operating system), can calculate, process data, manage data files, and encrypt
those files. Their memory capacity is

the first patents for a chip card in
France. Today, there are more than 20
million bank cards and countless telephone calling cards in his country.
Smart cards that are refillable electronic wallets are in use around the
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Security issues.There are two levels of
security to be concerned with. Who has
access to the contents of the card is the
first level. Access can be left open to
everyone. This would be useful if you
are using the card as a simple ID or if
you consider it important that your
blood type be retrievable. You can lock
your card so that only you can use it.
In this case, you would use a PIN or
some other password. You may want a
specific third party to have access —say
the bank that reloads the funds on
your card. A variety of encryption techniques also can be used to support
your control over access.
Once a person has access, you have
a second security level to consider.
Should this person only be able to read
what is on the card, only be able to
add to the contents, only be permitted
to update the information there, or
should some areas be restricted while
others are open? Once decided, methods can be programmed into the card
to assure control.

wide. There were 260 million phone
cards, 3-4 million GSM (Global System
for Mobile Communications), 24 million health, 23 million bank, and 10
million pay TV cards. Although the
United States is behind Europe and
Asia, there are smart card systems in
place in scattered locations nationwide.
Smart cards were given a serious trial
in Atlanta for the Olympics, and Chase
Manhattan, Citibank, MasterCard, and
Visa have a major test planned for later this year in New York City.
Gemplus and Schlumberger, the two
largest producers of smart cards, have
accepted the Java Card API (application programming interface). Both
companies are developing smart cards
that will use the Java Virtual Machine
concept ( "write once; run anywhere ")
for use on the Internet. What will run
on one company's card will run on the
other, and both will cross the same
platforms that Java does on the Internet, This cooperation and the emergence of the smart card slots on the
Web TVs bode well for the cards as the
future passbooks for the Internet.
A final word on fashion. Smart cards
are still in the form of cards, and you
have to stretch the definition a little to
describe them as wearable. Despite the
fact that the designs on many of the
cards are so striking that they have
become collectibles (actually, they have
begun to be traded in the way paper
money is traded among numismatists),
they still look like colorful credit cards,
not like apparel. Gemplus points out,
however, that smart cards do not have
to be cards. The chip and its circuits
could be embedded "in other everyday
objects such as key rings, watches,
glasses, rings, or earrings." (They already are manufactured in the shape
of keys.) Imagine a ring with a contact less computer that has your voice print
loaded in its memory. Recognition (for
a security check, entrance to a performance, and so on) would only require
wearing the computer— verification
would be a simple "Hello" that
matched the voice graph just scanned
by a reader. And the ring's style could
be selected as a matching accessory for
the kind of jacket Mr. Negroponte has
spoken of —that finely tailored network
client.

The future. In 1993, more than 300
million chip cards were issued world-

For further information: The Smart Card
Forum, http : /hvww.smartcrd.com /index.html,
Gemplus, http:/Mww.gemplus.com
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world in banks, stores, phone and toll
booths, parking lots, theaters and arenas, and on cabs, buses, and trains,
and for pay TV. Health insurance cards
are also universal (showing up here as
MediCards in places like Oklahoma
City). The medical cards can contain
insurance information as well as patient information for health professionals: medical histories for doctors, prescription information for pharmacists,
allergies and existing conditions for
emergency personnel, with the patient
controlling the access by others to this
information.
Using smart cards to pay for purchases on the Internet currently is being investigated. A reading device
would have to be added to the computer connected to the Internet, but a sign
of the potential for such transactions
can be seen in the smart card slots
built into the Web TVs currently in
distribution.
Perhaps because the smart card so
closely resembles the traditional credit
card, the first thoughts about use tend
to drift to digital money. These devices
are very small, programmable computers, and as their memory and processing speeds increase, they probably will
be used more as depositories of information. For instance, they could become the ultimate ID bearing all kinds
of information: photographic image,
62
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thumb print, voice print, retinal or iris
image, a variety of passwords, a genealogy of family names, and maybe
even an MPEG file showing the secret
handshake.
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PRODUCTSMARKET
Hyperion Software's recently released
Enterprise 4.5XA represents the company's architecture for the future. The
latest version of Hyperion's financial
management and reporting software
provides scalability, openness, and adherence to standards. Enterprise
4.5XA includes an open - architecture
SQL option enabling it to run on Oracle 7 and Sybase relational databases.

E n

on

r ».

P
6M ram

A new statutory reporting component
has been ad ded to better sup port European and Asian/Pacific -based companies. Enterprise also delivers a single global view of financial information
across m ultiple locatio ns and diverse
general ledgers. It m anages th e d iverse
environments of account structures,
currency translatio ns, and co mplex intercom pany relatio nships at division
and corporate level entities. Man agement, statutory, an d fiscal reporting,
which vary significantly between companies, are managed in one system. A
user analy zing a co nsolidated item in
Enterprise can get to detailed budget line item s in Hyperio n Pillar or actual

CMA
REVIEW
Self-Study Course
Books, Audio Tapes, and
Interactive Software
20+ Years of Successful Candidates

Malibu Publishing Co.
1 -800- 847 -7723
Fax 1- 541 - 899 -9972
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transactions in Hyperion Ledger by
double - clicking on the item in Enterprise. The same integration enables
drilling down to source data in non-

Hyperion applications including data
warehouses, competitive general
ledgers, and all other operational systems. Circle No. 50

against infection from Internet downloads and e-mail. Also included is an
SOST"' disk to clean your hard drive
before installation or to scan
for stealth viruses. There is 24 -hour
customer support, and an optional
monthly update program is available
online. Supports both Windows 95 and
Windows 3. x. Circ le No. 52

Corel Corporation offers productivity
and co nnectivity to the Internet in its
latest version of WordPerfect® Suite 7.
The 32 -bit office suite designed for
Windows 95 includes: WordPerfect@ 7;
the spreadsheet
Quattro Pro@ 7; the
slide show designer
Corel@ PresentationsTm 7; graphics
application s with
Core1FLOWrm 3, 150
fonts, and 10,000
clipart im ages; useful desktop utilities
S am
41 1
WoXdPel`te
SidekickTM 95 , Dash -

boardT'" 95, and
Quick View P1usTM;
and the means to the Internet —
Netscape Navigator 2.01, service
provider software from AT &T World Net Service, as well as Envoy 7, an
electronic document publisher. Along
with a number of improvements like
spell -as- you -go, format -as- you -go, and
a Make It Fit function for adjusting
document size, WordPerfect allows a
direct two-way connection to the Internet from within documents. You can
import HTML into documents, or use
the Send function to e-mail what you
are writing. WordPerfect can convert
documents to Web -ready pages
(HTML, Envoy 7, or Java format) with
the built -in Internet Publisher feature.
Circle No. 51

Walker's Web - enabled, enterprise server -based core financials provide business solutions in the areas of financial
management and planning, procurement, and customer financial managem ent for large organizations.
Both client/server and networkcentric computing models are supported to provide scalable, highly
reliable applications for very high
transaction volumes and large
numbers of users. Walker will be
giving in -booth demos on core financial applications, which include advanced Windows -based
business processes, business reporting solutions, and business
information analysis. Please visit
Walker at Booth #308 at SoftEx
in N.Y. Circle No. 53

NstNEWS - 0
IdentityWEB offers Web site names
and e-mail addresses that m ean something and can be easily m em orized.
By subscribing to its service, you can
license a new name or address with
SNAPonMAIL go from a nondescript
bob3233 @aol.com to bobsmith @ac countant.org. Web addresses that describe your organization or service
are also available —for example,
www.businessinsurance.net, www.pest
control.net, www.designcenter.com.
http://www.identityweb.com

Dr. Solomon's Anti -Virus 7 is the latest
versio n of the international software from Dr.

Solomon's Software, Inc.
Secure Computing, Virus
Bulletin, and NCSA (National Computer Security
Association) have recognized Anti -Virus for consisten t 100% "in the wild"
virus detection. The program's WinGuard protects
again st viruses 24 hours a
day an d can remove detected viruses
automatically. NetGuard`rm protects

Northwest Mutual Life Insurance has an award - winning
Web site with information
geared specifically to accountants. Updated weekly, the site
publishes articles on "Your
Business News," "Advanced
Planning News" (estate planning, trusts, tax laws), "Business Planning Analysis," "Your
Money News," and so on. Rated as one of Point Com munications'
top 5% of Web sites. http: / /www.northwesternmutual.com /business
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RESEARCH
Julian Freedman, CMA, Editor

PRESCRIPTIONFOR
PRIVATIZATION:FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENTASPECTS

A far-reaching glo bal stud y on how
countries p ursuing p rivatizatio n deal
with the financial man agem ent aspects of the process synthesizes the
experience and views of 20 coun tries
relating to acco untin g sy stems and
procedures, au d itin g an d au d it
processes, legal issu es, finance and
capital m arkets, perfo rm an ce evalu ation, and ed ucatio nal an d train in g issues. The 44-page Study on Fin ancial
Management Aspects of Privatization
outlines typ ical step s to privatization
and features tables sh owin g p rivatization program s and m od els in Central
and Eastern Eu ro p e an d th e rep u b lics
of the form er Soviet Unio n.
IMA m ember Dr. Adolf J.H. Enthoven, Un iversity of Texas at Dallas,
directed the stud y, which was issu ed
by The International Consortium on
Governm en tal Financial Management
( ICGFM). ICGFM pro motes un derstanding of professional financial
managemen t amo ng pub lic o fficials at
all levels of governm ent worldwide.
For more inform ation abo ut the co nsortium, call (301 ) 681 -3836. To talk
with Dr. Enthoven , call (214) 8832320. Copies o f the d ocument (March/
April 1997 ) are availab le thro ugh

IMNs McLeod Information Center,
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 235.
Dr. Enthoven is well known in IMA
circles as the lead researcher for two
IMA- funded studies: Doing Business in
Russia and the Other Former Soviet

Republics: Accounting and Joint Venture Issues, 1992, 260 pp., IMA
#92267, $40; and Accounting and Knancial Management I ssues: An Updated S tu dy, 1994, 164 pp., IMA #94296,
$40. Both monographs can be obtained
by calling IMA's Order Department at
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 278. ■

IIAANNOUNCES1997
RESEARCHPRIORITIES

T he Institu te of Internal Auditors

Research Foundation is soliciting research prop osals on four topics:
Independence and Objectivity: The
Intricate Responsibility of the I nternal
Auditor. Th is research will exam ine
the concepts of independence and objectivity in light of the changing role
of internal au ditors in organizations.
Man y aud ito rs are becoming more
proactive, offering more consulting
services, an d otherwise changing the
paradigm o f internal auditing services
offered to their organization. This re-

The computer- based solution to the
CFM Exam, from the leader in
re vie ws for the C MA Exa m,
Video CFM Review available, too.
Call today:

1 -800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2229

MicroMash.
'Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details.

search will examine the special challenges these new activities pose in regard to independence and objectivity.
An International Perspective of the
Role of Internal Auditing in New
Business Opportunities. This research
will examine current practices used
by internal auditing departments in
support of contracting for new business opportunities and joint venture
organizations. The research will target the challenges to control processes
that emerge as different business cultures are blended into one business
venture. This research also will examine the participation of internal auditing departments in organizing,
staffing, reporting, and monitoring the
activities of the joint venture. The research should codify the activities of
leading-edge companies and evolve
consensus regarding elements of effective internal auditing practice. In addition to a research report, the research project should present the
tenets of good practice in the form of
suggested guidance to internal auditing practitioners for consideration by
the Professional Issues Committee
and Internal Auditing Standards
Board of the IIA.
Enterprise Data Warehousing /Data
Mining. The purpose of this research
is to provide internal auditors with
both background and a model on
which to build an audit approach and
program when evaluating the risk
and recommending controls in a data
warehousing(data mining environment. Internal auditors should be familiar with the audit , security, and
control considerations associated with
the applications that use the new
technologies for data warehousing.
They need to know how access and
use of information is authorized and
decided, what types of access alternatives are available, and who decides
on access authority and incorporation
of data into the warehouse or external data sources and meta -data from
different systems.
Assurance Services: Implications for
the Internal Audit Profession. The
purpose of this research is to investigate the role of and opportunities for
internal auditing in providing assurance services. Of particular interest is
the identification of assurance services already being offered and ones
that could be but are not currently
APR IL 1997
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offered, the question of the boundaries of the assurance service function, and the specific competencies
that internal auditing departments
have that would lend themselves to
providing valuable assurance services
to the organization. In addition, it is
important to investigate the differences between consulting and assurance services, the idea of reasonable
criteria for providing assurance, and
the need for new professional standards and certification.
For instructions on submitting a
proposal, contact James H. Thompson
at (407) 830 -7600. ■

FAR'SENVIRONMENTALSTUDY
ISHONORED

C hoice magazine, January 1997, selected Measuring Corporate Environmental Performance: Best Practices for
Costing and Managing an Effective
Environmental Strategy by Marc J.
Epstein, Stanford University, as one
of 13 "Outstanding Academic Books of
1996" in the category of Business,
Management, and Labor. Choice reviews some 6,500 titles each year. The
list of selected books is compiled to
"highlight distinguished scholarly
works worthy of highest priority for
library purchase."
Dr. Epstein's work was published
by IMA's research affiliate, the Foundation for Applied Research, Inc.
(FAR). He also has written two Statements on Management Accounting,
SMA 4W, "Practices & Techniques:
Implementing Corporate Environmental Strategies," and SMA 4Z, "Tools &
Techniques of Environmental Accounting for Business Decisions," and an
upcoming Management Accounting
Guideline from the Society of Management Accountants of Canada on
ISO 14000, The research study and
the SMAs are available for purchase
through IMA's Order Department,
(800) 638 -4427, ext, 278. ■

FAR'STOCSTUDYREINFORCES
THENEEDFORCONSTRAINTS
ACCOUNTING

A new web site for the accounting
measurement aspects of the theory of
constraints (TOC) builds on FAR's research study, The Theory of Constraints, 1994, 160 pp., IMA #94300,
66
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$25. Constraints accounting is an accounting reporting technique that includes: (1) explicit consideration of
the role of constraints, (2) specification of throughput contribution effects, and (3) uncoupling of throughput from operational expense.
The Constraint Accounting Measurements web site provides examples
of the application of TOC "thinking
processes" to accounting measurement
issues under the topic, "Thoughts and
Research." An "accountant's tree,"
which refers to the Theory of Constraints, gives a brief but in -depth
analysis of why the financial function
generally does not provide reporting
systems that support constraint management efforts. The web site also includes an extensive bibliography on
TOC and accounting measurements,
archives of more than 100 discussion
threads from the Internet discussion
group on TOC, and links to all the
other major web sites relating to
TOG
The web site was established by
IMA member John Caspari, Grand
Rapids Chapter. He can be reached at
(616) 940 -6075. The web site is at
http:/ /users.aol,com/caspari. ■

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
Louis Bisgay, CPA, Editor

FASBISSUESTWONEW
STATEMENTS
Reflecting a desire to simplify the
current standards in the United
States for computing earnings per
share (EPS) and to make them compatible with international standards,
the Financial Accounting Standards
Board issued Statement 128, "Earnings per Share." The International Accounting Standards Committee issued
a comparable standard. SFAS 128 applies to companies with publicly held
common stock or potential common
stock and is effective for financial
statements issued for periods ending
after December 15, 1997.
SFAS 128 replaces ABP Opinion
15, "Earnings per Share." Opinion 15
required that entities with simple
capital structures present a single
"earnings per common share" on the

face of the income statement, whereas
those with complex capital structures
had to present both "primary" and
"fully diluted" EPS. Primary EPS
shows the amount of income attributed to each share of common stock if
every common stock equivalent were
converted into common stock. Fully
diluted EPS considers common stock
equivalents and all other securities
that could be converted into common
stock. A FASB representative observes
that the rules for computing primary
EPS included complicated and arbitrary provisions.
SFAS 128 simplifies the computation of EPS by replacing the presentation of primary EPS with a presentation of basic EPS. The Statement
requires dual presentation of basic
and diluted EPS by entities with
complex capital structures. Basic EPS
includes no dilution and is computed
by dividing income available to common stockholders by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted EPS
reflects the potential dilution of securities that could share in the earnings
of an entity similar to fully diluted
EPS.
Also released by the FASB was
Statement 129, "Disclosure of Information about Capital Structure." The
Statement contains no change in disclosure requirements for companies
that were subject to previously existing requirements, but it consolidates
existing requirements for ease of retrieval. These disclosure requirements
had been included in the exposure
draft on earnings per share, but the
Board eventually concluded that, because the disclosure requirements apply to all companies and the earnings
per share requirements apply only to
public companies, issuance of two separate Statements is appropriate.
Statements 128 and 129 are available from FASB Order Department,
401 Merritt 7, PO Box 5116, Norwalk,
CT 06856 -5116. Tel. (203) 847 -0700,
ext. 555. ■

GASBISSUESSTANDARDON
FAIRVALUEREPORTING

T he Governmental Accounting Standards Board has issued Statement 31,
"Accounting and Financial Reporting
for Certain Investments and for Ex-

ternal Investment Pools," which will
require state and local governmental
entities to report their investments at
fair value in their annual financial
statements for periods beginning after
June 15, 1997. Project Manager
Randy Finden noted that "the Board
believes fair value is a better measure of the resources available to finance operations. Fair value provides
financial statement users with information that can help them assess the
governmental entity's accountability,
the level of services it can provide,
and its financial position and condition...." Statement 31 has somewhat
different provisions for short -term investments because they are not subject to the same volatility as longterm investments.
Copies of Statement 31 are available for $10.50 each from GASB Order Dept., 401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box
5116, Norwalk, CT 06856 -5116. Tel:
(203) 847 -0700, ext. 555. ■

FRCCOMMENTSON
INSURANCEACCOUNTING...
IMA's Financial Reporting Committee recently submitted comments to
the American Institute of CPAs regarding its proposed Statement of Position, "Accounting by Insurance and
Other Enterprises for Guaranty -Fund
and Certain Other Insurance- Related
Assessments." FRC indicated substantive agreement with the proposed
SOP's conclusions, especially the
identification of the triggering events
that determine the probability of a
liability for the different types of assessments. The IMA group acknowledged that the proposal has important applications to entities other
than insurance companies because
those entities self - insure against loss
or liability. In that light, concern was
expressed that, because of the emphasis on insurance companies in the
title of the proposed SOP, it may be
overlooked by affected noninsurance
companies. FRC suggested that the
title be revised accordingly. ■

... ANDONINTERNAL-USE
SOFTWARE
FRC also wrote to the AICPA in
general support of its proposed SOP,
"Accounting for the Costs of Comput-
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W hy take a chance on anything else?
Complete our computerized MicroMash CMA Review,
or our OC3 Video CMA Review, and you will pass your
CMA Exam, guaranteed, or we'll refund your purchase price.*
Its really that simple.
Sure, you could pay less for another review. But will it guarantee you'll pass:'
Will it refund your money if you don't pass? In both cases, probably not.
So if you want to be absolutely certain you'll pass, there's really only one call
to make:

Call today. Choose our fully interactive MicroMash CMA Review for your
PC (Windows® or DOS) or Apple Macintosh'. It's the ultimate CMA Review
with our exclusive built -in personal instructor —The MicroMash Way'. Or
choose our OC3 Video CMA Review for a self- guided seminar -style review.
Call now. And then pass, guaranteed.
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6402 South Troy Circle Englewood, CO 80111 -6424
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er Software Developed or Obtained
for Internal Use." FRC believes that
such an SOP would contribute to a
greater degree of uniformity in accounting treatment of affected software costs and does not believe entities should have the option to
capitalize or expense such costs of
software that meet certain criteria.
In this regard, FRC's position mirrors that of its predecessor committee, the Management Accounting
Practices Committee, which sent an
issues paper to the FASB in 1985,

urging that the Board bring internal -use software into its project that
eventually culminated with SFAS
86, "Accounting for the Costs of
Computer Software to be Sold,
Leased, or Otherwise Marketed." In
issuing that standard, the Board asserted that accounting for internal use software is not viewed as a significant problem, that the majority
of companies expense all costs of developing software for internal use,
and that the Board is not persuaded
that this practice is improper. ■
APRIL 1997
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A Classified Serfum

Expanding UK -based software company is
establish in g a Wall Street operation.
Responsibilities include th e implementation of customized general ledger software
with a variety of clien ts ran ging from
financial institutions through local government. Cand id ate will also be involved
in project managem ent, client needs'
assessm en ts, in terfacin g with clien ts and
managem en t rep o rtin g. A stron g gen eral
accounting background and PC experience
is required . The selected individ ual will be
extrem ely professional, possess stro ng
comm unication skills and b e prepared for
some travel abroad. A CPA/MBA is a plus.
Excellent career track an d salary to

Publicly traded financial services company
seeks a h igh ly qu alified individual. Th e
ideal candidate will have four plus years of
supervisin g and SEC experien ce. In ad dition, can didate will have stro ng PC skills
and exp erien ce in th e co n su mer fin an ce
industry. CPA is preferred . Salary to
$60,000 plus bonus and benefits.

Large retail co mp any is seeking a pro fessional to run th eir operations. Gen eral
responsibilities in clu d e tim ely an d accurate accoun tin g an d financial information
and adm inistering the software system
and network. Looking for someone with at
least two years exp erience, an accounting
degree an d PC literacy with the ab ility to
work independently. Salary to $45,000.

A recent acq uisition has created an opening for an accounting professional. The ideal candidate will p ossess bo th p ublic and
private accou nting ex perience for a min imum of five years. A "Business Manager"
attitude is critical to oversee th is 30branch territory . Po sition is highly visible
within this $75 millio n corporation. Salary
to $70,000 plus incentives.

This position requires a professional
with at least five years business
ex perience. Candidate m ust be analytical, computer literate and have
excellent oral/written communication s skills. International experience
and bi- lingual in French, German or
Italian would be a plus. Will oversee
the auditing and invoicing of various
countries including France, Italy and
Germ any and m anage the work flow
of staff m em bers. Responsibilities
will include auditing intercompany
invoices and recording and reviewing
A/P and A/R journal entries. You
will also be responsible for financial
statem ent reviews and analysis,
writing reports for managem ent and
various challenging projects as needed. CPA/MBA a plus. Salary to
$55,000 and good benefits.

Downtown investm ent banking firm
is lo o king for an individual with an
eye fo r detail. The ideal candidate
will have two years of public accounting experience from either a Big 6 or
second -tier firm. The job responsibilities include intensive financial
analy sis, spreadsheet preparation,
market research and preparation of
offer memorandums. Salary to
$50,000 with benefits.

Nation al publishing com pany seeks
an accounting professional to manage six to eight service centers.
Excellent opportunity for someone to
exp and into an operational capacity.
Responsibilities include management
of th e financial operations, strategic
plan ning and business development.
Candidates must possess an outgoing
demeanor! Good benefits, salary to
$60,000 plus bonus potential.

Dynam ic international engineering
firm is seeking a professional to assist
in the preparation of consolidated
financial reports for the company
worldwide. Responsibilities include
preparation of monthly, qu arterly and
annual financial statements, preparation of 1OQs, 1OKs, SEC filing, reviewing bank reconciliations for headquarters and special projects as needed.
Professional corporate environment
with great benefits and excellent
opportunity for career growth. Qualified candidates will have a four -year
degree in Accounting/Finance and a
minimum of two years in a corporate
accounting environm ent. CPA, especially Big 6 experience, is a plus. Candidates must be willing to relocate and
travel up to 25 %. Salary to $50,000.

Well- respected multinational company
with consistent growth seeks a hands on individual. Responsibilities will
include general ledger and financial
statem ents with additional responsibility for inventory control, purchase
orders and receivables. Tremendous
compensation package to $55,000 and
great benefits.

Medium size real estate organization
(Leasing & Property Mgmt.) is looking
to fill an opening at their corporate
headquarters. Responsibilities include
monthly closings, budgets, monthly
reporting and assisting with preparation of financial statem ents. Should
possess strong analytical and organizational skills. This person must be
able to work well in a cross - functional
environm ent and have the ability to
address several tasks sim ultaneously.
Undergraduate degree in Accounting/
Finance is desired. Salary to $45,000
depending on individual experience.

A Classified Section

Fast paced high -tech environm ent has
multiple oppo rtu nities in the fin an cial
planning and analy sis area. Natio nally
recognized semicon ductor manufacturer requires direct in d ustry exp erien ce
and solid modeling /analytical skills
with a strong p referen ce fo r an MBA.
Bring your talents and a.d esire to grow
here. Compen sation from $45,000$65,000 depending on experience.

Retail clo thin g experience is required
for this upscale boutique. The right candid ate will be responsible for store
inventory, invoicing, accounts payable
and accounts receivable. Knowledge of
Microsoft products, including Excel, is
necessary; Cam data software experience is a plus. Excellent salary to
$70,000 with benefits.

A $5 billion multin atio nal manufacturer in downtown Ch icago is looking for
an individual with a m in imu m o f three
years Big 6 experience. The right candidate will be responsible for extern al
reporting, research and analysis and
special projects. Th is ch allen ging position requires a CPA. Salary to $60,000
with good benefits package.

Qualified individual is needed with
Hotel/Hospitality experience including
food and beverage control. Responsibilities include monthly financial stats
an d su pervisin g the accounts payable
and accounts receivable personnel. This
position requires knowledge of Lotus or
Quattro, an d Peachtree is a plus. An
MRI accountin g system is used. Salary
to $70,000 with good benefits.

International oil an d gas prod ucer
is expanding its operations. Jo in in
this ground floor oppo rtun ity to set up
a new division. Ideal cand idate will be
a CPA with two plus y ears exp erience.
Initial responsibilities include hands -on
financial
statem en t
prep aratio n .
Growth is unlimited! Salary to $45,000
with great benefits.

International pu blishing company
seeks an accou nting professional to
report to the Vice Presid ent o f Fin ance
and Operations. The in divid ual will be
responsible for all accou nting and
analysis issues relatin g to assigned
businesses. Can did ate will also work
with managemen t in an ticipatin g
trends and varian ces and in keeping
business on task. Po sition req uires fostering effective communication between
the business and the parent corporation
regarding all finance- related matters.
This opportunity requires 10 plus years
of business experience in related or
similar industry. B.S. in Accounting
preferred. Good knowledge of J.D.
Edwards general led ger package a plus.
Salary to $70,000 with good benefits.

Ch allen gin g p o sition is now available
for an accou nting supervisor, manager
or sen ior accountant from a large company environment. Candidate will oversee startup of both financial and operation al sid e o f th e business, i.e., setting
up bo oks, chart of accounts, insurance
issu es, p ay ro ll, international shipping
issues, etc. In ternational beverage distribution wo uld be helpful but is not a
must. Will also supervise an initial staff
of three. Great growth opportunity and
salary to $60,000.

Dynam ic intern ational service company requ ires an individual with at least
two years ex p erience to work in this
fast paced environment. Duties will
include working with AP, AR, payroll,
bank reconciliations, general ledger
analysis and special project work. Foreign lan guage skills and experience
with Platinu m a strong plus. Position
will gro w in all facets of accounting
throu gh financial statem ents. Organization is looking for a motivated,
brigh t in d ivid u al to deal with senior
level management. Highly visible position, salary to $32,000 and good bene-

Technology company needs a professional with SEC or IPO experience.
This position requires strong communication skills and strategic planning
abilities. A high -tech defense background is preferred for this challenging
position. The ideal candidate will also
be responsible for supervising the day to -day activities of staff. Excellent compensation package includes a salary to
$95,000 plus benefits and bonus potenEntrepreneurial spirit? Fifty year old
established service provider needs
someone with construction /project
experience. Bring your financial and
operational skills together as right
hand to the president. Responsibilities
include financial reporting, supervision
of accounting staff, budgeting and systems administration. CPA is preferred.
Salary to $55,000 with benefits.
Your industry experience in biomedical
research and developm ent is wanted.
Position reports to CFO and m an ages
all G/L, A/P, A/R, payroll and balance
sheet activity. The right individual will
be a CPA with a minimum of four years
experience, strong technical and com munication skills and a desire to grow
with the company. Big 6 experience is a
definite plus. Salary $45,000 to $50,000
depending on experience.

Large nonprofit organization in the fine
arts arena is looking for an individual to
work in their corporate accounting department. Responsibilities include reviewing
AP /AR, preparing schedules and analysis
for outside auditors, monthly journal
entries, analysis of balance sheet accounts
for operating and endowment funds, analysis of income/expense accounts, daily bank
transfer activity and special projects as they
arise. All qualified candidates must have
two plus years experience in the accounting
field. BA/BS degree in accounting is a plus.
Outstanding benefits, great energetic environment and salary to $30,000.
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• CFO
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CMA EXAM
REVIEW SOFTWARE
$124 DOWN —
$125 ONLY
AFTER YOU PASS
Over 1200 questions with 6000
answer rationales. Exclusive
Hypertext Essay Section. 36
years experience teaching CMA
review courses in one extraordinary program. Each part as low
as $37 down.
Visit us at
httpl /www.wiseguides.com
Call 1- 800-713 -2098
CALL (800) 87 -GLEIM
Highest quality, lowest cost!
Up-to -date CMA/CFM review
books/software.
Free brochureldemo disk.
CFM available NOW!

Timekeeping Software
Turn the old PC into a
realtimejob and task
tracking system. $149.
Free evaluation copy at:
httpJ /www.bizmark.eom
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CPAnalyst
Can you create financial reports including charts, graphs,
and written analysis in less
than 30 minutes? With CPAnalyst you can!! CPAnalyst
provides a professionally prepared, 15 -20-page report that
is clear and easy to understand.
To order a free
demonstration
disk, call the
Illinois CPA Society
(312) 993 -0393
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Earn an MBA degree
for under $1,000.
Accountants get credit for half
the MBA. No class attendance
necessary. Meets professional
CE standards. Lincoln Graduate School of Management.
Telephone:
(800)604 -6805
FAX (515) 270 -2192
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Rates: $4.00 per word —15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 50 words is
charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and phone
numbers count as one word each. All classified advertising must be prepaid.
Noncommissionable. Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 21 days preceding
month of publication. Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten,
double- spaced form. No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be faxed to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT AccOUNTtNG'" Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING",Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale,
NJ 07645 -1760. Tel. 1- 800 - 638 -4427, Ext. 280. Display Classified: One- twelfth
page (1 13/16" x 4 ") is available at $822.
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The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E

very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA designation — the only certification

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1-800- 638 -4427.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award winning magazine Management Accounting.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
UNTAN T S

program of its kind for finance, accounting, and

A C

a t t o p c o r p o r a t i o n s t hr o u g h o u t t h e c o u n t r y .

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT PROGRAM
CERTIFIED IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

management professionals — is recognized,
supported and endorsed by most senor executives
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ontinuing
Education
Linda Mitchusson, Editor

THE1997ANNUALCONFERENCE
EDUCATIONANDMUCHMORE
Each June, 1,500 plus members and
their families gather to participate in
IMA's premier education, recognition,
and networking opportunity —the Annual Conference. This year's conference returns to Orlando, Florida, and
the spectacular Marriott World Center
Resort where seven years ago IMA
held one of its most successful events.
Our Annual Conference is unique
because it involves the entire family
and the active participation of more
than 200 members who plan and implement the program and the many
educational and social events.

CPE: QUALITY, VARIETY,
ANDLOWCOST
Each year, more than 90% of the attendees list CPE as their primary reason for attending an annual conference. In Orlando, you can earn up to
30 hours of high - quality, relevant CPE
at a bargain price. More important,
the program content is well balanced.
The overall focus is on understanding
and responding to the forces of
change, including the impact of technology on the management of financial and people resources. There are
sessions for academics, technicians,
managers, and process owners. The
level of presentations ranges from basic to advanced. There are challenging
sessions for everyone. The general sessions are packed with high - profile
speakers with real -world messages.
Concurrent sessions will concentrate
on leading -edge issues and the development of new skills. Among the top72
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ics in Orlando are the Internet, flexible management techniques, enterprise financial management strategies, ABC and ABM, SEC and FASB
updates, team building, corporate and
individual taxes, and the latest on
software and technology.

CFMREVIEW—
PASSTHETEST INORLANDO
This year, for the first time, the Conference will offer members an opportunity to prepare for and complete the
examination leading to the Certification in Financial Management (CFM)
designation. The comprehensive three day review course, presented by a
group of professional providers, will be
followed by two days of testing in a
nearby Sylvan test site.

RECOGNITION—
AWARDANDREWARD
Each year, members are recognized for
their accomplishments as individuals
and as chapter and council leaders.
Many of the awards are presented at a
special luncheon on Tuesday. Two special achievement awards, the James
Bulloch Award, which recognizes a
company or university that has made
a special contribution to IMA's certification program, and the R. Lee Brummet Distinguished Service Award for
Educators, will be made in Orlando.

ELECTIONOFNEWOFFICERS—
PASSINGTHEBATON
At the annual business meeting on
Monday morning, members will elect
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the officers and directors for 1997 -98
and will have the opportunity to hear
their plans for the future. It's your opportunity to participate in the management of your organization.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES—
IT'S NOT ALL WORK
Members, spouses, teens, and preteens all will have opportunities to
share in the fun, from the Family
Event at Medieval Times to tours of
the Kennedy Space Center, Orlando
Museum, Imperial Tombs of China,
Universal Studios, Busch Gardens,
Water Mania, and the Orlando Science
Center.
Don't let another year pass you by.
Decide now to join your colleagues in
Orlando. You'll be glad you made 1997
the year you became part of the annual celebration of your organization. For
a brochure or to register for the Conference, please call us at 1- 800 -6384427, ext. 297.—Tom Deacon,
Managing Director, Continuing Education
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Imagine having these

powerful capabilities at
any time:
• Cost tracking by project, contract or
organization over multiple years
(12 levels of WBS)
• Unlimited cost
elements, labor
A
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categories
• Detail cost transactions maintained
for life of contract
• Time - phased budgeting
• Unlimited cost pools and burden rates
• Automated
retroactive rate
adjustments
• Handling of every contract type — CP
T &M, FP etc.
• SF1034,1443, DD250 and user - defined
invoices with open text
• Automated revenue recognition
• Allocations, unlimited cost pool
• Revenue, profit, cost reporting by
organization
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And all the data is available to you [VOW.
Get instant reports and graphic
summaries covering every phase of
your business with the built -in report
writer, or use popular tools such as
Microsoft Excel or Access, Cognos
Impromptu and PowerPlay, Lotus, or
others.
This powerful functionality is a way
of life for 0 ITT • Lockheed • Hughes
• Booz -Allen & Hamilton • EG&G
• Rockwell and others who depend on
JAMIS for accurate, complete and
immediate management information.
Call us today, and check out the totally
integrated accounting system that's
designed expressly for the contract - driven
business. 1 _8
O0 0
1
1-800-655-2647
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MAXWELL

J A M I S

Business Systems
8808 Balboa Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123
Telephone: 619 - 576-3727 Fax: 619 -565 -6738
See us on the Web at: www.jamis.com
Circle No_ 22

The leader in Job Cost Accounting
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RESOURCES ARE LEANER.
AND THE BUCK S TOP S W I TH YOU.
...HYPE JUST WON'T CUT IT ANYMORE.

Stop crunching and start analyzing. With
CFO Vision you can visualize your business
inter-actively ... and gain control of information to spot opportunities and risks faster
than ever before. Reengineer the entire
process of financial consolidation, reporting
and analysis ... as you accelerate the flow
of information to decision makers at every
level of your organization.
With the click of a mouse:
• Understand the facts beyond the figures.
• Improve timeliness and availability of
business reporting.
is Analyze every "slice" of your business —
from branch profitability to product cost
analysis —in any currency.
Powerful, award- winning data warehousing,
OLAP, graphics, and EIS capabilities are all
included in one fully integrated, easy -to -use
solution. It's all yours from one vendor:
SAS Institute, with a proven track record
for continuous innovation and reliable
support at more than 29,000 organizations
worldwide... including theFortune 100.

ima@sas.com

For a tree preview of CFO Vision, just
give us a call or send us E -mail at

919.677.8200 Fax 919.677.4444

/A/

In Canada 1.800.363.8397 www.sas.com /vision/

SAS is a registered trademark, and CFO Vision a trademark,
of SAS Institute Inc. Copyright 0 1996 by SAS Institute Inc.

